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ABSTRACT
Linda Eka Wijayanti. 2017. A Descriptive Study of Lecturer’ Code Mixing Used
in Speaking Class at Second Semester Students of English Education Department
in IAIN Surakarta at Academic Year 2016/2017. English Education Department.
Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty. The State Islamic Institute of
Surakarta.
Advisor : Kurniawan, S.S, M.Hum.
Keywords : Sociolinguistics, Biligualism, Code Mixing, Speaking
The aims of this research are (1) to describe the types of lecturer’s code
mixing used in speaking class at second semester students of English Education
Department in IAIN Surakarta at Academic Year 2016/2017, (2) to describe the
factors causing lecturer’s code mixing used in speaking class class at second
semester students of English Education Department in IAIN Surakarta at
Academic Year 2016/2017.
In conducting this research, the reseacher used descriptive qualitative
research as the method. The subject of the research was English lecturer at second
semester students of IAIN Surakarta. The object of the research was the lecturer’s
utterances during teaching learning process. The reseacher collected the data using
observation and interview. The data were the lecturer’s utterances that involve
code mixing. This research used triangulation as the technique of validity inquiry
to get an appropriate data in order the result of this study is valid.
This research findings showed that lecturer performed the type of code
mixing proposed by Muysken’s theory, they are insertion, alternation, and
congruent lexicalization. From the result finding, the researcher found 143 data of
code mixing. The highest types of code mixing used by the lecturer is insertion. It
was 79 data or about 55.2%. Meanwhile, the fewest types of code mixing is
congruent lexicalization. It was 10 data or about 7%. Besides the types of code
mixing, the researcher also found the factors causing lecturer’s code mixing in
speaking class. There are four factors of this research including: (1) for ease of
expression, (2) for translation of new and unfamiliar words and expressions, (3)
repetitive function, and (4) socializing function. The dominant of code mixing’s
factor is for ease of expression. It means that the lecturer performed code mixing
without change the meaning into another language in order to make the meaning
of word more easier to be understand for the students.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the researcher describes the introduction; it consists
of background of study, limitation of study, research problems, objective
of study, benefit of study, and definition of keyterm.
A. Background of Study
Language is an exclusively human property or communication tool
which is used by people to have interaction with others. People exchange
information by using language. Language definitely become the main
symbol to have the same understanding in society. This is related to the
definition by Wardhaugh (2006) stating that language is a system of
arbitrary verbal symbol by which the member of speech community used
as a means of communication to interact and express their ideas, feeling,
and thoughts.
Sociolinguistics is the study of the language function in a social
context and the development of language in society. This is consistent with
Chomsky in Romaine (2000:1) stated that sociolinguistics focus on
differences in the use of language in society so that an object can be the
object language learning another language. Then, people be able to
2communicate each other in the certain community with different language
that they understand both languages.
Furthermore, language definitely has such relation with social
groups, then code  mixing  is  a phenomenon  of  bilingual  or  multilingual
society. Bilingual or multilingual speakers mostly using two or more
languages which is followed by two or more cultures, and definitely, it
could not be separated from the output of the language use. The using of
two or more languages, personal or social group, generally  named
bilingualism  or  multilingualism.  The  result  can  be mentioned as
“chaos” of the language system.
According to Nababan (1984) in  Nopita (2011) stated that
bilingualism is people’s habit of using two languages in their interaction
with other people. Chaer and Agustina (2004) stated that Indonesia has
three main languages: one national language, a hundred of regional
languages, then the foreign language that learned by formal education. It
can be concluded that most of Indonesian people have ability either to
speak and understand two languages or even more. In the bilingual and
multilingual community, they be able to use more than one language to
communicate with their community or others.
The term of bilingualism can refer to phenomenon regarding an
individual speaker who uses two or more languages, a community of
speakers where two or more languages are used, or between speakers of
different languages. Mackey (1992:12), and Fishman (1975:73) in Abdul
3Chaer and Leonie Agustina stated that bilingualism means the use of two
languages by a speaker in his society by turns. Bilingualism is normal in
many parts of the world and that people in those parts would view any
other situation as strange and limited.
According to Stockwell (2002: 8-9) in Dias (2011), code is a
symbol  of  nationalism  that  is  used  by people to speak or communicate
in a particular language, or dialect, or register, or accent, or style on
different occasions and for  different  purposes. In Indonesia, people using
code mixing and code switching in their communication on purpose or
based on the phenomena. Crystal in Tira (2014) stated that code is a set of
conventions for converting one signaling system into another. In other
words, it means that language definitely has the rules when people have
their conversations with different language.
There are two types of code: code mixing and code switching.
Chaer and Agustina (2004: 114) stated that code switching in every
language variant has each fuction which use consciously and did on
purpose. Meanwhile in code mixing, there are base-code or main-code that
have the function, which is other codes just piece of words without their
function. Mackey and Fishman in Chaer and Agustina (2004) stated that
bilingualism can be defined as using two languages by a speaker in his
interaction with other people. Therefore, people often use code mixing and
code switching in a conversation.
4Bokamba (1989) in Ayeomoni (2006) defined that code-switching
is the mixing of words, phrases and sentences from two distinct
grammatical (sub) systems across sentence boundaries within the same
speech event… code-mixing is the embedding of various linguistic units
such as affixes (bound morphemes), words (unbound morphemes), phrases
and clauses from a co-operative activity where the participants, in order to
infer what is intended, must reconcile what they hear with what they
understand. There are three types of code mixing according to Muysken
(2000): 1) The insertion pattern, 2) Alternation pattern, 3) Congruent
lexicalization.
Code mixing can be seen in spoken and written language. Code
mixing in written language can found in: newspaper, magazine, novel, etc.
The code mixing can also found in spoken language such as: radio
program, television program, teaching-learning process, etc. The teaching-
learning process especially of teaching speaking skill in class is one of the
examples of mixing codes in a spoken language. In these activities, the
lecturer mixes the codes lndonesian and English dominantly. Richards
(2008) stated that the mastery of speaking skills in English is a priority for
many second foreign language leaners. Leaners consequently often
evaluate their success in language learning as well as the effectiveness of
their English on the basis of how well they feel they have improved in
their spoken language profiency.
5The researcher did pre-research in Speaking Class at second
semester students in English Education Department in IAIN Surakarta.
During the observation, the researcher found that the lecturer used many
code mixing along teaching learning process on her classes. And the
lecturer is the dominant one that used the code mixing. In the process of
Speaking Class, the students use full-english deal with the theme of that
day. For example:
The lecturer said:
- I appreciate your confidence because you perform the first,
karena berani tampil pertama.
- Next, satu grup lagi, once more group lagi.
- How you pronounciation membayar is pay not paid.
From the examples, there are English and Indonesia language that
mixed on purpose deal with learning process. The both utterances above
contain code mixing. In lecturer’s first utterance, there is clause ‘karena
berani tampil pertama’ that indicate the alternation pattern. The second
are words‘satu grup lagi’ and ‘lagi’ that randomly said in the sentence, it
refers to congruent lexicalization. And the last ‘membayar’ refers to
insertion pattern.
This research provides the real phenomena that will be proved by
the researcher. Code mixing that used by the lecturer in Speaking Class
will be analyzed by considering the types of code mixing. This research
6focuses in a description about finding out the using of code mixing by
lecturer in Speaking Class. Due to the reason above, the researcher
interested to conduct a research entitled “A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF
LECTURER’S CODE MIXING USED IN SPEAKING CLASS AT
SECOND SEMESTER STUDENTS OF ENGLISH EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT IN IAIN SURAKARTA AT ACADEMIC YEAR
2016/2017”.
B. Limitation of Study
In the line with the limitation of the problems, the focus of this
research is analysing code mixing used by Mrs. Maria Wulandari, M.Pd in
Speaking Class of 2A, 2B, and 2C at second semester students in IAIN
Surakarta at academic year 2016/2017. The reseacher conducts the
research in six meetings. In this research, the researcher uses the theory of
the types of code mixing proposed by Muysken and the factors causing
code mixing proposed by Liu’s theory.
C. Research Problems
1. What are the types of lecturer’s code mixing used in speaking
class at second semester students of English Education
Department in IAIN Surakarta at Academic Year 2016/2017?
2. What are the factors causing of lecturer’s code mixing used in
Speaking Class at second semester students of English Education
Department in IAIN Surakarta at Academic Year 2016/2017?
7D. Objectives of Study
1. To mention the types of lecturer’s code mixing used in Speaking
Class at second semester students of English Education
Department in IAIN Surakarta at Academic Year 2016/2017
2. To mention the factors causing the lecturer’s code mixing used in
Speaking Class at Second Semester Students of English Education
Department in IAIN Surakarta at Academic Year 2016/2017
E. Benefits of Study
The benefits of this study will be distinguished into two benefits:
1. Theoretical benefits
The result of this study is expected to be able to give
theories contribution development of the knowledge, an academic
reference to conduct code mixing study especially in Indonesian
English code mixing and particularly the sociolinguistic study.
2. Practical benefits
a. For lecturers
The result of this research in expected to be useful for the
lecturers in IAIN Surakarta. The lecturers will be able to make
further investigation regarding to code mixing in a speaking
class, or the other classes in English department.
8b. Future researcher
The result of this research is hoped to give the answers of
the researcher’s research questions as stated in problem
statement, thus the researcher will be able to obtain many new
findings related to code mixing and sociolinguistics field, and
hopefully will be able to give the new analysis regarding to the
subjects.
F. Definition of Keyterms
1. Sociolinguistics
Trudgill (2000) gives explanation about sociolinguistics that it
is intended to achieve a better understanding of the nature of the
relationship between language and society: Sociolinguistics is a term
used to describe all areas of the study of the relationship between
language and society other than those, such as ethnomethodology,
which are purely social scientific in their objectives.
2. Bilingualism
Fishman in Chaer and Agustina (2004) stated that in
sociolinguistics, bilingualism generally difined as two languages used
by speakers in their social life with other exchangely. It means that
people in using two languages, they must be mastered the both. They
definitely have mother tongue or first language as their original
language, and the second language is other languages.
93. Code Mixing
Muysken (2000:1) explained that based on intra-sentential,
contextual and situational conversation, code mixing is expressively
purposing languages that are combined to increase social statue or to
keep the speaker’s prestige in the society.
4. Speaking
Richards (2008:19) stated that the mastery of speaking skills in
English is a priority for many second foreign language leaners.
Leaners consequently often evaluate their success in language learning
as well as the effectiveness of their English on the basis of how well
they feel they have improved in their spoken language profiency.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, the researcher describes the review of related
literature; it consists of sociolinguistic, bilingualism, code, code mixing, the
characteristics of code mixing, the types of code mixing, the factors influence
code mixing, speaking class, and the previous study.
A. Sociolinguistic
Chaer and Agustina (2004) stated that sociolinguistic is branch of
sociology and linguistic, two empirical study which have strong relevancy.
Sociology is the study that concern about feedback between people and
society, organizations, and social process within environment. Meanwhile,
linguistic is the study of learning language. In simply, sociolinguistic is branch
of study that learn the language deal with the using of language within society.
De Saussure (1916) in Chaer and Agustina (2004) also stated that in the early
of twentieth century language already became one of social organization,
which is same with others, like wedding, inheritance, and so on.
Fishman  in  Chaer  and  Agustina (2004) stated that sociolinguistics is
the  study  of  the  characteristics  of  language  varieties, the characteristics of
their  functions,  and  the  characteristics  of  the  speaker  as  these  three
constantly  interact,  change  and  changing  one  another  within  a  speech
11
community. Hickerson in Chaer and Agustina (2004) also stated
sociolinguistics is a developing subfield of linguistics which takes speech
variation as its focus, viewing variation or it social context. Sociolinguistics is
concerned with the correlation between such social factors and linguistic
variations. According to statement above can be concluded that language
definitely has some characteristics depend on speech community itself. People
use certain language because they are on that community. Each community
has different language that become its identity as well. Sociolinguistic makes
people be able to communicate with others agree with language and its rules.
Because each people from different society definitely bring out the variant of
language.
Furthermore, Trudgill (2000) gives explanation about sociolinguistics
that it is intended to achieve a better understanding of the nature of the
relationship between language and society: Sociolinguistics is a term used to
describe all areas of the study of the relationship between language and
society other than those, such as ethnomethodology, which are purely social
scientific in their objectives.
B. Bilingualism
Bilingualism has same patern with multilingualism. Bilingualism in
Indonesia language also known as kedwibahasaan. In literal meaning,
bilingualism is using two languages or two codes. According to Mackey and
Fishman in Chaer and Agustina (2004) stated that in sociolinguistics,
bilingualism generally difined as two languages used by speakers in their
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social life with other exchangely. It means that people in using two languages,
they must be mastered the both. They definitely have mother tongue or first
language as their original language, and the second language is other
languages.
Concept about bilingualism above causing some problems. Dittmar
(1976) in Chaer and Agustina (2004) mentioned some problems such:
1. How far the ability of people in second language, so they deserve
to called as bilingual (people who be able to use two languages)?
2. What the meaning of language in this bilingualism? Whether
language in langue meaning, or a code, so it is include a dialect or
sociolect.
3. When a bilingual use the second language exchangely? When he
should use first language, dan when use the second? When he uses
the both language any time?
4. How far the first language be able to influence the second, or the
opposite, the second influence the first langauge.
5. What will bilingualism just happen in individual (like in general
concept) or it also happen in a speech community?
Bloomfield (1933) in Chaer and Agustina (2004) stated that
bilingualism is the ability of speakers in using two languages in same good
way. So, people use the both languages equally. In other hand, Bloomfield
also stated that mastering two languages means mastering two code systems.
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Chaer and Agustina (2004) stated that the speakers use their first or
second language is depend on the situation. It is same with the concept of
sociolinguictics “who speak, what the language, to whom, when, and what the
purpose”. It means that people be able use their languages appropriately with
people they have interacted. For example, when people speak Indonesian and
English in general society, it means that those people need it as their needs,
whether because language behave or prestige reason. But it’s totally different
when an English teacher use the both languages in the class, Indonesian and
English. He takes the two languages purposely deal with learning process. He
definitely mixing the both languages, like it just happen naturally, not for
prestige reason.
Bilingualism according to Oksaar (1972) in Chaer and Agustina (2004)
is bilingualism not only individual owner, but the society also. Because the
use of language is not only inter-individu, but also used as communication
tools inter-society. Instead of communication tools, but also as tools that
showing identity of society. So, every language reflected people who come
from the different society.
C. Code
Language has many variantions deal with the use of the language
itself. Suwito (1988) stated that code is one of hierarchy application order
alongside original language and other language variations. In extensive
meaning, code includes such language, dialect variety, style and other. It can
14
be concluded that code is part of language that clarifying if there are variations
which is following when people speak use more than one language.
There are two types of code, code switching and code mixing. Code
can be used to refer to “any kind of system that two or more people employ
for communication” (Wardaugh, 2006). There are two kinds of code, they are
code mixing and code switching. According to Wardhaugh (2006), people are
usually required to select a particular code whenever they choose to speak, and
they may also decide to switch from one code to another even within
sometimes very short utterances and thereby create a new code in a process
known as code switching. In addition, Wardhaugh states that code mixing
“occurs when conversant use both languages together to extend that they
change from one language to other in the course of a single utterance”.
D. The Differences Code Mixing and Code Switching
Hymes (1975) in Suwito (1988) stated that code switching is general
meaning to call the change or switcthing of using more than two languages,
some styles in a variety. People definitely have ability to speak more than one
language. If people use mother tongue and national language, then it calls
code switching intern. While code switching extern occurs when people use
mother tongue or national langauge with foreign language. According to
Chaer and Agustina (2004), code mixing is basic or main code that used and
have its function, meanwhile other codes that include in utterance just like
pieces, without its function as code.
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Deuchar (2005: 2) differed the terms that code switching is changing
languages between sentences and code mixing is changing languages within a
sentence. From the statements above, can be concluded that code switching
and code mixing is different although it has similar pattern. Code switching
has two languages with its different function like “Don’t lean on your
powerpoint. Jadi jangan bergantung pada ppt,”. Meanwhile, code mixing is
going like “I will record you, jadi nanti bisa dilihat-lihat.”
E. Code Mixing
Muysken (2000:109) define that the term code-mixing to refer  to all
cases  where  lexical  item and  grammatical  features  from  two languages
appear in one sentence. And he also defines in code mixing pieces of one
language are used while a speaker is basically using another language.
When the context function and situation revelance in code switching is
dependency characteristic, then in code mixing the dependency characteristic
marked by feedback among language’s role and fuction (Suwito, 1988). It
means the role refers to who use that language, meanwhile the function means
what the purpose reached by speaker. When people do code mixing, then it
must be question: who is he. The social background, education level, religious
and others will be quite significant. In other hand, language function
determine how far the speaker do code mixing. A speaker who mastering
many languages has chance to do code mixing than who just mastering one or
two languages only. Moreover, code mixing be able occurs depend on the
purpose of speaker.
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In  code  mixing,  people can  see  the borrowing elements of sentence
from one language to other language (Suwito, 1988). Kachru (1978) in Suwito
(1988) gave the limitation in code mixing as using two or more languages
which is taking substance each other consistently. Put simply, code mixing is
using more than one language which each language complementing another
without lose their own elements or changing their meaning into another
language.
F. The Characteristics of Code Mixing
Suwito (1988) stated that code mixing basically has two types the
background of code mixing: the type with background in attitude (attitude
type) and the type with background in language (linguistic type). There are
some characteristics of code mixing as follow:
1. There is an inter-dependent which is indicated the relation between
the speakers and the functions of the language.
2. The unity of the both languages. It has same function.
3. Each of elements of the language has turn off the function and they
support the function of the language mixed. Or it can be called as
language convergence.
4. In society, code mixing indicated the social level and individual
identity.
5. The form of code mixing like be word, phrase, hybrid,
reduplication, idiom,  and clause.
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G. Types of Code Mixing
Code-mixing also has some types. Instead of one code-mixing model
serving for all language pairs, Musyken (2000) there are three main types of
code-mixing: insertion, alternation and congruent lexicalization. One pattern
will usually dominate, though not necessarily to the exclusion of other
patterns.  They are:
1. Insertion
The concept of insertion is defined as insertion of material
such as lexical items or entire constituents from one language into
a structure from other language. According to Muysken (2000),
approaches that depart from the notion of insertion view the
constraints in terms of the structural properties of some base or
matrix structure. Here there process of code mixing is conceived as
something akin to borrowing: the insertion of an alien lexical of
phrasal: this is illustrated in Figure 2.1, based on Muysken (2000).
Figure 2.1: The insertion
In this situation, a single constituent B (with words b from
the same language) is inserted into a structure defined by language
18
A, with words a from the language. Matrix Language Frame
(MLF) theory proposed by Myers-Scotton (in Deuchar, 2005: 609).
For example:
I hope the form of the policy can memberatkan for the re -
second improve. (Kurnia, 2015)
In this example, the Indonesian word “memberatkan”
inserted in the middle of English “I hope the form of the policy
can” and “for the re-second improve”. The lecturer performed
code mixing by inserting the both languages.
2. Alternation
Alternation occurs when two languages are alterned
indistinctively both at grammatical and lexical level. It is the
constraint of mixing in terms of compatibility or equivalence of the
languages involved at the mix point, and clause. Conjuctions and
appositions are incorporated through adjunction rather than
insertion. In the alternation pattern, both languages occur
alternately, each with their own structure, as illustrated in Figure
2.2 based on Muysken (2002).
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Figure 2.2: The alternation
In this situation, a constituent from language A (with words
from the same language) is followed by a constituent from
language B (with words from that language). The language of
constituent dominating A and B is unspecified. For example:
And what make them need of very long time in their study
is because the final project, itu sangat sulit dan
memerlukan waktu yang lama untuk menyelesaikannya.
(Kurnia, 2015)
In this example, Indonesian clause “itu sangat sulit dan
memerlukan waktu yang lama untuk menyelesaikannya” after
English clause “and what make them need of very long time in
their study is because the final project”. It refers to alternation
pattern that alternated two clauses from two languages.
3. Congruent lexicalization
Congruent lexicalization is the grammatical structure is
shared by languages A and B, and words from both languages a
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and b are inserted more or less randomly. This is illustrated in
Figure 2.3 based on Muysken (2000).  Muysken proposes this type
with reference mainly to standard/dialect mixing.
Figure 1.3: The congruent lexicalization
This type can be illustrated by example in English-
Indonesian below, one of the result of observation in Speaking
Class:
Tidak selamanya flat terus, this is about speed.
In this example the fragments from each variety apparently
have no internal grammatical cohesion as is expected in this type
of mixing. The lecturer mixed Indonesian phrase “tidak
selamanya” and adverb “terus” between English word “flat”. In
the end of her utterance, she said in English clause “this is about
speed.”
Muysken (2000) suggested that the dominant code-mixing
pattern in a particular speech community can be predicted on the
basis of both linguistic and extra linguistic factors. For example,
21
typological distance may predict either insertional or alternational
code-mixing, but not congruent lexicalization, and a colonial
setting may predict insertion.
H. The Factors Influenced Code Mixing
Liu (2003) in Agustina (2012:2) stated that factors here are very
closely related with the speaker’s daily life, they are owing to lecturer’s
linguictic competence and insecurity, for ease of expression, for translation of
new and unfamiliar words and expressions, repetitive functions and
socializing functions.
1. Owing to lecturer’s linguictic competence and insecurity
The subject lecturer of this research  is native speaker of
Indonesia. Rather than true bilingual who can choose freely
between different codes or language, they are more accurarely,
monolingual individuals who only have skills and knowledge in
the target language, English. It is possibe that they are sometimes
unable to recall the required target language word at the moment of
speaking. This factor was mostly done by teachers/lecturers with
low English proficiency.
2. For ease of expression
The lecturers may switch and/or mix from Indonesian to
English for ease of expression. It is when an English word or
22
expression finds its equivalent in several Indonesian terms or when
its Indonesian equivalent is not easy to retrieve.
3. For translation of new and unfamiliar words and expressions
Lecturer’s concern for unfamiliar vocabulary or expression
often prompts them to code mix. When the lecturer is not sure
whether the students know the meaning of the target language
word or expression in question, it is common for him/her to offer
the Indonesian translation for clarification.
4. Repetitive functions
One of the very old concerns of lecturer is how to get the
meaning conveyed and understood by students. Repetition is one of
the important techniques for clarification or emphasis in the
teaching practice. It can be done in either language or both. In
many cases, the lecturer conveys the same message in both
languages for emphasis or clarity. By code switching and/or code
mixing, the lecturer repeats what has been said, usually in the form
of translation or approximate translation.
5. Socializing functions
Lecturer may switches and/or mixes from English to
Indonesian for interpersonal purpose. In the course of instruction,
lecturer sometimes code swithes and/or code mixes from English
to Indonesian in order to develop or maintain solidarity or frienship
between lecturer and students. She/he mixes to show concern for
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the students or to show their understanding of their problems.
Some lecturers also switch and/or mix English and Indonsian to
joke or to warn the students.
I. Speaking
The mastery of speaking skills in English is a priority for many second
foreign language leaners (Richards:2008). Leaners consequently often
evaluate their success in language learning as well as the effectiveness of their
English on the basis of how well they feel they have improved in their spoken
language profiency.
Cameron (2001:40) states that speaking is the active use of language to
express meanings so that other people can make sense of them. She adds that
attention to precise details of language is required to speak in foreign language
in foreign language in order to share understandings with other people. A
speaker needs to find the most appropriate words and the correct grammar to
convey meaning accurately and precisely, and needs to organise the discourse
so that the listener will understand.
Thornburry (2005) considers speaking or oral communication as an
activity which includes two or more people in which hearers and speakers
have to react to what they hear and make their contribution at speed of high
level. Each participant has a purpose or an intention that she/he wants to
achieve in the interaction. It can be concluded that the process of
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communication means deliver the meaning sense that be able to understanding
between two people or more.
J. Previous Study
There are some relevant studies due to this research, in terms of
lecturers’ in using codes and an analysis of typical code mixing. Dealing with
this research the researcher takes some relevant researches, which have been
investigated. The first thesis is Gratianus Silas Anderson Abaa (2016) in his
research entitled “Lecturers’ English-Indonesian-Javanese Code Switching in
English Students’ Classrooms”. This research focused on indetify the types of
code switching used by the lecturers in the classroom instruction and identify
the reasons why lecturers use code switching. The result of his research shows
about 180 expressions of code switching and 9 reasons of why the lecturers
using code mixing.
The second thesis is Lisa Rezqina Azmi (2015) in her research entitled
“An Analysis Of Code Switching And Code Mixing Used By The Lecturer
And The Students In Speaking I Class Of English Department At Iain Antasari
Banjarmasin Academic Year 2015/2016”. The subject of her research are the
lecturer and students. Her aims are the types, the frecuency, the reason and the
benefit of code switcing and code mixing. To collect the data, she used
observation, video recording and interview.
The researcher also will be conducted this research based on the
previous study from two journals. The first journal is Yutama Ndaru
Chahayani entitled “The Analysis of Lecturers Code Switching in Teaching
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Learning Process (A Case Study in the English Department Teaching
Learning Process Faculty of Cultural Sciences Sebelas Maret University)”.
The research focuses on the codes used by the lecturers in English Department
of Sebelas Maret University. The research was conducted to find the types of
code switching used by the lecturers, why the lecturers switch code, and the
functions of each type of code switching in teaching learning process. Based
on the findings, it is found that there are two types of code switching based on
Sociolinguistics point of view: metaphorical code switching (96,875%) and
situational code switching (3,125%) from all 160 data. There are types of code
switching based on grammatical classification, namely: inter-sentential code
switching (62,5%), intra-sentential code switching (33,75%), and tag
switching (3,75%) from all 160 data. The findings also show that there are 10
functions found in the data which are based on the analysis carried out by
using Gumper’z and Hoffman theory, which are: addressee, example,
interjection, inquiry, emphasize, jokes, insufficient vocabulary resources,
personalization vs objectivization, explanation, and reiteration.
The second journal is Martin Kustati (2014) entitled “An Analysis of
Code-Mixing and Code-Switching in EFL Teaching of Cross Cultural
Communication Context”. This research analyzed the types of code mixing
and code switching made by the teachers and students and to identify reasons
for the emergence of code mixing and code switching in the classroom. She
used observation and interview to collect the data.
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The four previous studies above have the similarities and differences
with the present research about codes. The similiraties are, the first thesis
focused on lecturer as the main subject, the second thesis conducted the
research in speaking class, the first journal also focused on lecturer as the
main subject, and the second journal aims to identify the types and reasons of
codes. Meanwhile, the differences are, the four previous studies above
conduct the research about code switching or both, the use of different
technique of collecting the data, the use of theory about the types and reasons
influecing codes. In this research, the researcher only focuses on code mixing
used by lecturer in speaking class. Besides, although it has similar pattern of
codes, this research obviously has the different setting of research.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the researcher describes the research
methodology; it consist of research design, setting of the research,
subject of research, technique of data collection, technique of data
analysis, and trustworthiness of data.
A. Research Design
The type of the research is descriptive qualitative research. The
researcher applied this type in her paper because it was the appropriate
approach to describe the result of research. Creswell (2014) stated that
qualitative research get started from assumption and the use of
interpretation design which forming or influencing the study about
research problem deal with the meaning of individual or community
concern on social or human problem.
Desciptive qualitative research is one of two major approaches
to research methodology in social sciences. Descriptive qualitative
research involve in depth understanding of human behaviour and the
reasons that influence human behaviors. Qualitative research depends
on the reasons behind various aspects of behaviour. In short, it
investigates the why and how of decision making, as compared to
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what, where, and when of quantitative research. Hence, the need is for
smaller but focused samples rather than large random samples, which
qualitative research categorizes data into patterns as the primary basis
for organizing and reporting results. Descriptive qualitative research is
also referred to as naturalistic research or inquiry into everyday living.
Direct observations are made of human behavior in everyday life.
Based on this view, this type of the study was used to analyze
the code mixing that used by teacher in Speaking Class. In line with
the description above, the descriptive qualitative research was used in
this research because the researcher wanted to describe the lecturer’s
code mixing; especially the types of code mixing and the factors of
influenced code mixing.
B. Research Setting
1. Research Place
This research will be conducted in IAIN Surakarta. It is
located at Jalan Pandawa Pucangan Kartasura - Sukoharjo, Jawa
Tengah, Phone +62-271-781516, Fax +62-271-782774. The email
address is info@iain-surakarta.ac.id. The website is
http://www.iain-surakarta.ac.id. In IAIN Surakarta there are four
faculties; Ushuludin and Missionary Endeavor Faculty, Syariah
Faculty, Islamic Economics and Business Faculty, and Islamic
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Education and Teacher Training Faculty. The research will be
conducted in English Education Department of Faculty Islamic
Education and Teacher Training.
2. Research Time
The researcher did pre-research in early semester. The
researcher collected the data from middle semester, about April
until Juni 2017. And the class being researched by the researcher
two times in three classes of speaking class with the duration of
each research was two hours of lesson about 60-90 minutes. The
first materi was Discussion, and the second material was Seminar
Presentation.
Table 3. Time of Observation and Research
No. Meeting 2A 2B 2B
1. Observation
(Promotion Product)
Tuesday,
April 11th 2017
Tuesday,
April 11th 2017
Tuesday,
April 11th 2017
2. Observation
(Handling Complaint)
Tuesday,
May 16th 2017
Tuesday,
May 16th 2017
Tuesday,
May 16th 2017
3. Research
(Discussion)
Tuesday,
May 30th 2017
Thursday,
May 26th 2017
Thursday,
June 2nd 2017
4. Research
(Seminar Presentation)
Tuesday,
June 6th 2017
Tuesday,
May 30th 2017
Tuesday,
June 6th 2017
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C. Subject of Research
The subject of the research is the lecturer of speaking class of
the 2nd semester English Department in IAIN Surakarta at academic
year 2016/2017. The researcher chooses the 2nd semester English
Education Department as the subject because the early phase to learn
about speaking. So, the lecturer definitely mixes the language, instead
of using full-english. The subject of this research is Mrs. Maria
Wulandari, M.Pd in using code mixing at Speaking class of 2A, 2B,
and 2C. In this research, the researcher used purposive sampling.
Sugiyono (2013: 218) stated that purposive sampling is technique of
collecting data with certain consideration, for example the subject is
the one who be able to be researched then it will make the research
easier. The research took three classes which is every class consist of
30-40 students.
D. Technique of Data Collection
In order to obtain the data, the researcher used observation.
During observation, the researcher used voice recorder to collect the
data. Observation is necessary done in every qualitative approach.
Accroding to Widi (2010) in Arijz (2011) stated that observation is one
of primer data collection technique. It is very useful, systematic and
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selective way in monitoring and listening to interaction or phenomena
which happened.
1. Observation
Suwartono (2014) differentiate observation become two
types: participant and nonparticipant observartion. The researcher
used nonparticipant observation, where the researcher is not
involved actively in the group activity, and only as a passive
monitor, attending, monitoring, listening carefully to all activities
and take a conclusion from the observation result. This technique is
used to observe the speaking activity in speaking class which is
focus on lecturer’s code mixing only. This observation is free
observation, it means the researcher does not use observation
sheets but carefully takes audio from every meeting and directly
observes in general.
The researcher used a voice recorder to get the data. The
use of recording is proper method since the research deal with
spoken language. The recording is about the utterances that
performed by the lecturer who teach in speaking class, which
contain of code mixing. Through the voice recorder, the researcher
plays the record containing code mixing for many times so the
researcher be able analyze the data accurately.
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2. Interview
The researcher also used interview to collect the data.
Esterberg in Sugiyono (2013: 231) stated that interview is a
method when reseacher and informant sharing the information and
idea directly, so the meaning be able to be constructed as a certain
topic. Interview conducted with Mrs. Maria Wulandari, M.Pd. to
gain deeper information about the using of code mixing during
teaching learning process in Speaking Class.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
The researcher does some steps of analyzing the data. First, the
researcher records the voice in speaking class. Then, the researcher
transcribes the utterances of lecturers that contain of code mixing. It
will help to classify the form of code mixing and its reason that
causing lecturers code mixing. The researcher analyzed the data use
the steps proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994:10) as follow:
1. Data Reduction
Data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing,
simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data that appear in
written-up field notes or transcriptions. Data reduction is a form of
analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, discards, and organizes data
in such a way that “final” conclusions can be drawn and verified.
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The reseacher reduced the data that useless to be analyzed based on
the types and factors of code mixing.
2. Data Display
After reducing the data, the research organized and
managed the data so they be able to analyzed. The researcher used
coding as the way in analysing the data. The reseacher gave code
each datum based on the number of data, the types of code mixing,
and the meeting as below:
Datum 1/IN/M1 means:
Datum 1 refers to the number of data
IN refers to types of code mixing
IN:  Insertion
AL: Alternation
CL: Congruent lexicalization
M1 refers to the meeting
M1: first meeting
M2: second meeting
In this step, the data organized and arranged to make it
easier to analyzed. The data that analyzed were suitable with the
research question in order to make the description about the data
based on the types and factors of code mixing used by the lecturer
in Speaking Class.
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3. Conclusion Drawing and Verivication
After dispalying the data, the reseacher answered the
research question of this reseach. The researcher made the
conclusion based on the finding results of code mixing. Therefore,
the reseacher made the conclusion that be able to verified for its
credibility.
F. Trustworthiness of Data
To get the valid data, researcher should be checking the data
validity. In analysing the data validity, researcher uses triangulation.
According to Suwartono (2014), triangulation is collecting and
checking the data using different perspective. Triangulation is the most
popular way to measure the validity of data. Norman Denzin in Hales
(2010: 14) stated that triangulation has four types as follow:
1. Data triangulation is the use of a variety of data sources,
including time, space and persons, in a study. Findings can be
corroborated and any weaknesses in the data can be
compensated for by the strengths of other data, thereby
increasing the validity and reliability of the results. The
approach has been used in many sectors to strengthen
conclusions about findings and to reduce the risk of false
interpretations.
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2. Methods triangulation is the use of multiple methods to study
a situation or phenomenon. The intention is to decrease the
deficien-cies and biases that come from any single method. In
other words, the strengths of one method may compensate for
the weaknesses of another. This type of triangulation is very
similar to the mixed method approaches used in social science
research, where the results from one method are used to
enhance, augment and clarify the results of another. It is also a
variation on data triangulation, with an emphasis on using data
collected by different methods as opposed to data collected for
different programmes, locations, populations, etc.
3. Investigator triangulation is the ability to confirm findings
across investigators, without prior discussion or collaboration
between the, can significantly enhance the credibility of the
findings. Investigator triangulation is particularly important for
decreasing bias in gathering, reporting and/or analysing study
data.
4. Theory triangulation is the use of multiple theories or
hypotheses when examining a situation or phenomenon. The
idea is to look at a situation or phenomenon from different
perspectives, through differentlenses, with different questions
in mind. The different theories or hypotheses do not have to be
similar or compatible; in fact, the more divergent they are, the
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more likely they are to identify different issues and/or
concerns.
In this research, researcher used data triangulation. Data
triangulation is the use of a variety of data sources, including time,
space and persons, in a study. This kind of technique allows the
researcher to collect the same data using many ways of technique. The
reseacher compared the field note taking from observation, script of
recording and result of interview.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the researcher analyses the data deal with the research
problems in Chapter I. The data analyzed based on the theory in Chapter II. This
chapter includes research findings and discussion deal with research problems.
A. Research Findings
This part represents the findings that analyzed by the researcher. To
analyzed the findings, the researcher does some steps. The researcher was
collected the data from the utterances of lecturer during teaching learning process
in Speaking Class in second semester of IAIN Surakarta.
In this chapter, the researcher draws the answer of the research problems
such as: 1) The types of lecturer’s code mixing used in speaking class at second
semester students of English Education Department in Iain Surakarta at Academic
Year 2016/2017; and 2) The factors causing of lecturer’s code mixing used in
Speaking Class at second semester students of English Education Department in
Iain Surakarta at Academic Year 2016/2017.The resercher was conducted the six
times observation with the duration of each observation is 60 minutes. From the
voice recording found 143 utterances that showed lecturer’s code mixing during
teaching learning process. The data was analyzed based on the data classification
deal with the types and the factors code mixing found in the observation.
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1. The types of lecturer’s code mixing used in speaking class at second
semester students of English Education Department in Iain Surakarta
at Academic Year 2016/2017
The researcher analyzed the lecturer’s code mixing during the
observation by using the types of code mixing proposed by Muysken
(2000). There are insertion, alternation and congruent lexicalization.
Table 4.1. The Finding of Lecturer’s Code Mixing
No. Type of code mixing Numbers Percentage
1. Insertion 79 55.2%
2. Alternation 54 37.8%
3. Congruent lexicalization 10 7%
TOTAL 143 100%
The table above shows the finding of lecturer’s code mixing during
teaching learning process. The whole data found 143 code mixing which
consist of: 79 insertion, 54 alternation, and 10 congruent lexicalization.
From the finding above, it can be concluded that the most code mixing
occured during Speaking Class is Insertion with 79 utterances. Afterwards,
the fewest code mixing is congruent lexicalization with only 10 utterances.
The data analyzed above are collected from two meetings in
Speaking Class of second semester in IAIN Surakarta. In the first meeting,
the lecturer explained about discussion. And then, in the second meeting
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was about seminar presentation. The following types of code mixing are
insertion, alternation and congruent lexicalization.
a. Insertion
Insertion is the constraint in the terms of structural properties of
some base or matrix structure. The concept of insertion is defined as
insertion of material such as lexical items or entire constituents from
one language into a structure from other language. Here there process
of code mixing is conceived as something akin to borrowing: the
insertion of an alien lexical of phrasal. The examples of insertion that
used by lecturer in Speaking Class are explained below:
1) Datum 12/IN/MI
And then for example ada can you just imagined the transportation
in the future? Explain to me.
(The lecturer read the example of the question in topic card for
discussion material)
In the utterance above, the lecturer inserted Indonesian
word “ada” as the conjuction between English sentence “and then
for example” and “can you imagined the transportation in the
future? Explain to me”. The word “ada” here means that the
lecturer want to show there is an example. So, it is included the
insertion patern because the lecturer used the Indonesian word
“ada” in the middle of her utterance.
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2) Datum 42/IN/MI
Because you learn at home, you can prepare at home before you
come to me. Before you have oral test. So this is not oral test which
is scared, menakutkan, because you can still learn at home. You
can learn own topic.
(The lecturer explained about the final test that will do by
orally because in the first meeting, the lecturer said if the final test
was video project. But, it will change with orally test)
In this case, the lecturer inserted Indonesian word
“menakutkan” after said in English sentence “so it is not oral test
which is scared”. Here the lecturer inserted the adjective word
“menakutkan” in Indonesian language. She seems like
emphasized her students don’t be frightened, worried, it is not big
problem. She already said “scared” at first and replay it again in
Indonesian word. It is included insertion pattern due to the lecturer
inserted the Indonesian word “menakutkan” in the middle of her
utterance.
3) Datum 44/IN/M2
Pemateri is the same with the speaker or presenter.
(The lecturer explained about seminar presentation, and asked with
her students what are the element of seminar presentation. One of
her students answered “pemateri”)
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The sentence above showed that the lecturer inserted the
word “pemateri” in English sentence “is the same with the
speaker or presenter”. The Indonesian word “pemateri”
included noun as the subject in her utterance. Before that, she
aksed to her students and one of them answered “pemateri”. So, to
explained the meaning of “pemateri”, the lecturer definitely
inserted that word. It called as insertion pattern because the lecturer
uttered Indonesian word “pemateri” before said in English “is the
same with the speaker or presenter”.
4) Datum 78/IN/M2
After ordering points, another thing that the presenter needs to pay
attention is how to start a new section. Jadi presenting something
doesn’t mean that you just speak something.
(The lecturer explained the things that the presenter should be
concern at)
The lecturer did code mixing in Indonesian word “jadi”
with English sencente “presenting something doesn’t mean that
you just speak something”. That sentence showed that the
lecturer tried to make conclusion from the explaining before by
saying Indonesian word “jadi”. The lecturer inserted the word
“jadi” as the conjuction after explained how to be a presenter. It
showed that the sentence was related to previous sentence. Since
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the lecturer inserted the Indonesian word “ada”, it is included
insertion pattern.
5) Datum 21/IN/MI
I will not ask about what is your opinion about Ahok case. It is
difficult. Because you should have many data to support your
opinion. You should have large data about that. So you not be able
to talk very clearly and very flow, secara lancar.
(The lecturer gave an example of the topic in discussion that
difficult to be discussed)
In this case, the lecturer inserted the Indonesian word
“secara lancar” after said in English “so you not be able to talk
very clearly and very flow”. In her utterance, the adverb “secara
lancar” put in the end as complement of the sentence. It showed
that the lecturer want to emphasized her meaning in the utterance.
Due to the lecturer uttered “secara lancar” after “so you not be
able to talk very clearly and very flow” that indicated insertion
pattern.
6) Datum 37/IN/MI
What is the important or the advantage? Keuntungan.
(The lecturer asked the students about the part of discussion)
In this situation, the lecturer inserted Indonesian word
“keuntungan” in the end of her utterance after said in English
“what is the important or the advantage?”. Here “keuntungan”
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refered to noun. The lecturer mixed the both languages and
inserted Indonesian word  in order to the students understand the
meaning “advantage”. It is included insertion pattern because the
lecturer uttered “keuntungan” after “what is the important or
the advantage?”.
7) Datum 43/IN/M2
Narasumber what you called in English?
(The lecturer asked to the students what are the elements of
seminar presentation. One of her students answered “narasumber”)
The lecturer mixed Indonesian word “narasumber” with
English interrogative sentence “what you called in English?”.
Here the inserted word “narasumber” refered to noun as the
subject of her utterance. Therefore, the lecturer asked the students
without changing the meaning of “narasumber” into English in
order to make easier for the students to understand. It also gave the
students the new vocabulary. It is included insertion pattern due to
the lecturer used “narasumber” followed by “what you called in
English?”.
8) Datum 45/IN/M2
Fasilitasnya is not included the rules.
(The lecturer asked to the students what are the elements of
seminar presentation. One of her students answered “fasilitas”.
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Then, the lecturer corrected if “fasilitasnya” not include the
elements of seminar presentation).
The lecturer inserted Indonesian word because one of the
student answered “fasilitas” for her question. So, to gave the
clarification the lecturer said “fasilitasnya” without change it into
English but mixed it with the English sentence “is not included
the rules”. Here the Indonesian word “fasilitas” include noun
added by Indonesian suffix “-nya”. And the word “fasilitasnya”
had the function as subject in the sentence. It can be concluded if
the lecturer did code mixing by inserting “fasilitasnya” and said in
English “is not included the rules”.
9) Datum 59/IN/M2
To give information. Others? To introduce the.. to introduce apa?
(The lecturer asked to the students what are the purpose of seminar
presentation)
The lecturer performed code mixing between English
sentence “to give information. Others? To introduce the.. to
introduce” and Indonesian word “apa?”. Here, the word “apa?”
refered to interrogative. The meaning of the utterance, the lecturer
asked the students to mention the purpose of seminar presentation.
One of the student answered “to give information”. Then, the
lecturer asked once more to others to mention another purpose of
seminar presentation.
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10) Datum 63/IN/M2
Kemudian arrangement of speaking. At first, I would like to tell
you about the definition of bullying, and then I would tell you the
factors affecting bullying. And then the last one, I’d talk about the
solution that divided to solve the problem of bullying.
(The lecturer gave the example how the presenter or speaker
should be in seminar presentation)
In this case, the lecturer did code mixing between English
word “kemudian” and English phrase “arrangement of
speaking” in her early utterance. Indonesian word “kemudian”
refered to conjuction. Before the lecturer said that utterance, she
already said the things dealing with presenter or speaker in seminar
presentation. So, the conjuction “kemudian” concluded that the
lecturer explained the followed thing and it had the relation with
previous utterance. It is included insertion pattern because the
lecturer used “kemudian” and followed by “arrangement of
speaking”.
Based on the analyzed data above, it can be concluded that
code mixing occured by inserting the word or phrase in the lecturer’s
utterances during teaching learning process in Speaking Class. The
lecturer performed code mixing in various ways with different
purposes. And the most purposes the lecturer inserted the word or
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phrase in order to the students got new vocabularies and made the
students understand the materials more easier.
b. Alternation
Alternation is the constraint of mixing in terms of compatibility
or equivalence of the languages involved at the mix point, and clause.
In the alternation pattern, both languages occur alternately, each with
their own structure. In this situation, a constituent from language A
(with words from the same language) is followed by a constituent from
language B (with words from that language). The language of
constituent dominating A and B is unspecified. The examples of
alternation that used by lecturer in Speaking Class are explained
below:
1) Datum 48/AL/M2
You should be able to make transition from one idea to other idea
smoothly, bagaimana caranya supaya berpindah dari satu topik
ke topik yang lainnya secara lancar.
(The lecturer told the students how to change one topic to another
topic without make the audience confused)
In this case, the lecturer mixed the two languages to give
the explanation in her utterance. She said Indonesian clause
“bagaimana caranya supaya berpindah dari satu topik ke
topik yang lainnya secara lancar” after said English clause “You
should be able to make transition one idea to other idea smoothly”.
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It showed that the lectuter emphasized the rule how to be the
presenter when change the topic.
2) Datum 19/AL/M1
If you do not have something today, you can learn. Makanya ada
pertanyaan-pertanyaannya jadi nanti bisa dipelajari. So you can
learn, you can prepare your vocabulary, you can prepare your
handout.
(The lecturer gave an advice to her students about prepared their
assignment related to discussion)
In this case, the lecturer performed code mixing through
English sentence “If you do not have something today, you can
learn” with Indonesian sentence “Makanya ada pertanyaan-
pertanyaannya jadi nanti bisa dipelajari”. Here, the lecturer
mixed Indonesian sentence in the middle of her utterance in order
to gave her students an advice if they be able to learned the
question that she gave previously.
3) Datum 53/AL/M2
That’s rather outside of my field, oh misalkan itu di luar bidang
saya untuk menjawab pertanyaan itu.
(The lecturer gave the example how to answer the question that not
suitable for the presenter)
The lecturer did code mixing when said in Indonesian
clause “oh misalkan itu di luar bidang saya untuk menjawab
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pertanyaan itu” after said English clause “That’s rather outside of
my field”. The lecturer emphasized the students if the presenter be
able to said that when there are some questions that outside of the
topic or the presenter’s knowledge.
4) Datum 54/AL/M2
Tugasnya minggu ini cuma memilih, choosing your own group.
So, one group consists of three or four.
(The lecturer devided the students into some groups, but they be
able to choose randomly)
The lecturer performed code mixing in the sentence
“Tugasnya minggu ini cuma memilih, choosing your own
group”. She alternated the two clauses from different language.
She said in Indonesian clause at first “Tugasnya minggu ini cuma
memilih” then said in English clause “choosing your own group”.
It can be concluded that the lecturer did alternantion code mixing
because put two clauses in the sentence.
5) Datum 41/AL/M2
I will tell her to meet me, memang belum sempet ketemu dari
kemarin.
(There was one student who absent for many times without any
permission letter, then the lecturer will meet her personally)
In this case, the lecturer mixed the two languages in her
utterance. The lecturer said in English clause “I will tell her to
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meet me” then said in Indonesian clause “memang belum sempet
ketemu dari kemarin”. It can be concluded that “memang belum
sempet ketemu dari kemarin” as the explanation from previous
clause she has been said.
6) Datum 24/AL/M2
Okay, if you have experience in public speaking. Of course usually
you are assign to some divisions. Ada beberapa divisi, ada
konsumsi, ada apalagi?
(The lecturer confirmed to her students if they have experience,
they definitely knew the divisions of seminar presentation)
In this case, the lecturer did code mixing by using two
languages. The lecturer said in English sentence “Okay, if you
have experience in public speaking. Of course usually you are
assign to some divisions” followed by Indonesian sentence “Ada
beberapa divisi, ada konsumsi, ada apalagi?” and followed by
Indonesian sentence. It showed that the lecturer want to her
students spoke up if they were have experience in public speaking.
7) Datum 32/AL/M2
And also don’t forget as the MC you should say, say what?
Thankyou of course. Thankyou for what? For whom I mean.
Thankyou for speaker, thankyou for audience, thankyou for the
moderator, and thankyou for all the committee. Jadi seorang MC
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harus seorang yang ramah, friendly because he or she always say
thankyou.
(The lecturer gave the explanation about the job description of MC
in seminar presentation)
In this situation, the lecturer performed code mixing in
Indonesian clause “Jadi seorang MC harus seorang yang
ramah” followed by English clause “friendly because he or she
always say thankyou”. Here the lecturer mixed the both languages
to delivered the knowledge to her students if the MC should be the
one who always say thankyou. In the end of her utterance, she gave
the conclusion in Indonesian clause which followed by English
clause in order to emphasized the meaning in her utterance.
8) Datum 93/AL/M2
The lesson plan is flexible based on the condition, jadi
berdasarkan kondisi ya.
(The lecturer told the students if they have oral test for the final
test, rather than video project as their agreement in early meeting)
The lecturer performed code mixing in English sentence
“The lesson plan is flexible, based on the condition” followed by
Indonesian clause “jadi berdasarkan kondisi ya” in her utterance.
Here, the Indonesian clause “jadi berdasarkan kondisi ya” it can
be concluded that the lecturer repeated once time in different
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language in order to ensured the students if the lesson plan be able
to change anytime based on the condition.
9) Datum 48/AL/M2
Introduce the.. siapa yang diperkenalkan? Introduce the
moderator. Speaker introduced by moderator. Moderator
introduced by MC.
(The lecturer explained about the job description of the elements in
seminar presentation)
In this case, the lecturer mixed English word “Introduce
the..” followed by Indonesian clause “siapa yang
diperkenalkan?” in her utterance. In here, the lecturer performed
code mixing with Indonesian clause “siapa yang diperkenalkan?”
in order to got the students’ participation and feedback.
10) Datum 137/AL/M2
Itu kalau diskusinya berkelompok bisa menggunakan ekspresi:
our, well according to our discussion.
(The lecturer gave an example how the MC make a conclusion
from seminar presentation)
The lecturer performed code mixing with mixed Indonesian
clause “Itu kalau diskusinya berkelompok bisa menggunakan
ekspresi” followed by English clause “our, well according to our
discussion”. In this case, the lecturer used the Indonesian clause
“Itu kalau diskusinya berkelompok bisa menggunakan ekspresi”
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that showed the lecturer told the students how the MC gave the
conclusion if they were on the group. It can be conclude that said it
in Indonesian clause more easier for the students to understand
what the meaning of her utterance.
Based on the analyzed data above, it can be conclude that
alternation is alternate the two different languages in a sentence or
utterance. Alternation in code mixing helped to transfered the meaning
of the sentence or utterance.
c. Congruent Lexicalization
Congruent lexicalization is the grammatical structure is shared
by languages A and B, and words from both languages a and b are
inserted more or less randomly. Muysken proposes this type with
reference mainly to standard or dialect mixing. The examples of
congruent lexicalization that used by lecturer in Speaking Class are
explained below:
1) Datum 1/CL/M1
Ketika kita ditanya do you like having friends, kita tidak hanya
menjawab yes or no.
(The lecturer explained how to answer the question in discussion
correctly)
The lecturer used congruent lexicalization to give the
example. She mixed Indonesian constituent “Ketika kita ditanya”
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followed by “do you like having friends?” then the lecturer
continued with Indonesian constituent “Kita tidak hanya
menjawab” and ended with “yes or no”. The lecturer inserted
Indonesian clauses “Ketika kita ditanya” and “Kita tidak hanya
menjawab” that showed congruent lexicalization because it placed
randomly in her utterance.
2) Datum 5/CL/M1
Ketika ditanya do you like sate? Yes, I like it.
(The lecturer gave the example of question and taught how to
answer it corretly)
The sentence above showed that the lecturer used congruent
lexicalization in the sentence “Ketika ditanya do you like sate?”.
She inserted Indonesian constituents “ketika ditanya” and “sate”.
In this case, “ketika ditanya” classified as Indonesian clause. And
“sate” included nomina. The lecturer used “ketika ditanya” as the
signed or example if someone asked about it. Then, “sate” is one
of culinary in Indonesia that it will more difficult to say if
translated into English. Because her students are Indonesian
people, it more easier if she named it “sate” and not other words in
English.
3) Datum 10/CL/M2
So thankyou for all of the speakers and moderator, atau bisa
mengajak audience untuk memberi tepuk tangan.
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(The lecturer gave the example how to close the seminar
presentation)
In this case, congruent lexicalization showed in the
utterance “So thankyou for all of the speakers and moderator, atau
bisa mengajak audience untuk memberi tepuk tangan”. The
lecturer used the congruent lexicalization in Indonesian phrases
“atau bisa mengajak” and “untuk memberi tepuk tangan”. Those
phrases of the utterance showed that the lecturer told the students
how to be MC when close the seminar presentation.
4) Datum 9/CL/M2
That the general steps, langkah-langkah umum dalam bermain
peran jadi MC, moderator atau presenter. Any question about
that?
(The lecturer finished about explaining the general steps in seminar
presentation)
The utterance above indicated that the lecturer used
congruent lexicalization in the sentence “That the general steps,
langkah-langkah umum dalam bermain peran jadi MC,
moderator atau presenter”. The lecturer inserted Indonesian
contituents “langkah-langkah umum dalam bermain peran jadi”
and “atau” randomly in that sentence. It can be concluded, the
Indonesian clause “langkah-langkah umum dalam bermain
peran” showed that the lecturer explained the meaning of her
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previous sentence in different language. Then, the word “atau”
classified as the conjuction between moderator and presenter.
5) Datum 3/CL/M1
Misalnya budaya yang ada di desa saya, that’s the expression of
gratefulness by throwing some food to sea: Labuhan.
(The lecturer explained about the culture that asked in IELT test
she had done)
The lecturer mixed the both languages in the utterance
above. In this case, congruent lexicalization showed in Indonesian
clause “Misalnya budaya yang ada di desa saya” and Indonesian
word “Labuhan” that put randomly in the sentence. In interview,
the lecturer admitted if there are some words that related to culture
that no need to translate to another language.
Based on the analyzed data above, congruent lexicalization means
that there were some constituents from different language that be able to
inserted in a sentence or utterance randomly. The lecturer inserted the
different constituents from different language because in some cases there
were the words, phrases or clauses that difficult to change into another
language. Moreover for the students, it was more easier and
understandable without translate it.
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2. The factors causing of lecturer’s code mixing used in Speaking Class
at second semester students of English Education Department in Iain
Surakarta at Academic Year 2016/2017
Based on the observation, there were many factors causing
lecturer’s code mixing during teaching learning process in Speaking Class.
The researcher only focus on the factors that causing code mixing
proposed by Liu in (Agustina, 2012:2).
1) Owing to lecturer’s linguistic competence and insecurity.
2) For ease of expression.
3) For translation of new and unfamiliar words and expression.
4) Repetitive functions.
5) Socializing functions.
From those five factors causing code mixing, the researcher only
found four factors that used by the lecturer during the observation.
a. For ease of expression.
The lecturer mixes the two languages for expression
during the teaching learning process. It is when an English
word or expression finds its equivalent in several Indonesian
terms or when its Indonesian equivalent is not easy to retrieve.
For example in Speaking Class, the lecturer used code mixing
for make the sentence more understandable. In this research,
the researcher found 38 data for ease of expression. There were
found in datum 1/IN/M1, 5/IN/M1, 7/IN/M1, 8/IN/M1,
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9/IN/M1, 10/IN/M1, 12/IN/M1, 13/IN/M1, 3/CL/M1,
19/IN/M1, 5/AL/M1, 4/CL/M1, 22/IN/M1, 24/IN/M1,
1/CL/M1, 23/IN/M1, 25/IN/M1, 18/IN/M1, 28/IN/M1,
33/IN/M1, 35/IN/M1, 44/IN/M2, 45/IN/M2, 48/IN/M2,
54/IN/M2, 55/IN/M2, 57/IN/M2, 59/IN/M2, 60/IN/M2,
61/IN/M2, 62/IN/M2, 63/IN/M2, 65/IN/M2, 70/IN/M2,
71/IN/M2, 72/IN/M2, 77/IN/M2, 78/IN/M2. The example of
the data that showed for ease the expression as follow:
a) Datum 18/IN/MI
Yang boarding house. Maybe you can wake up early. Then
you can avoid the queue. Avoid, do you know avoid?
The lecturer gave the students an advise in order to
come to the class without any problem because there was
some students who came late. The word “yang” in here
refered to the students who lived in boarding house. It
means that the word “yang” more easier rather than said
“for the students who lived in boarding house”.
b) Datum 55/IN/M2
I will give the opportunity to the group, together with the
group to discuss about the preparation. Next week baru
kita akan tentukan performance.
In this situation, the lecturer told that the students
have the time to discuss everything about seminar
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presentation with their group. Then, in the next week they
will decided about the performance. The lecturer mixed
“baru kita akan tentukan” that make the students clearly
understand what the lecturer said.
c) Datum 4/CL/M1
Ketika ditanya do you like sate? Yes, I like it.
In this case, the lecturer gave the example of the
question and how to answer it. The lecturer said “sate”
because it more easier without changing into English.
“Sate” in English has meaning as small pieces of meat
roasted on skewer. To get more easier, the lecturer did not
change the meaning of “sate”.  Indonesian people would
understand with word “sate”, because the most of them
unfamiliar with “small pieces of meat roasted on
skewer”.
b. For translation of new and unfamiliar words and
expression.
When the lecturer is not sure whether the students know
the meaning of the target language word or expression in
question, it is common for him/her to offer the Indonesian
translation for clarification. In this research, the researcher
found 6 data for translation of new and unfamiliar words and
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expression. There were found in datum 7/AL/M1, 30/IN/M1,
43/IN/M2, 20/IN/M1, 31/IN/M1, 43/IN/M2. The example of
the data that indicated for translation of new and unfamiliar
words or expression:
a) Datum 43/IN/M2
Narasumber what you called in English?
In this situation, the lecturer asked about the
element in seminar presetation. One of her student
answered “narasumber”. So, the lecturer asked again to
her students what is the English of narasumber. The lecturer
did not change the meaning of “narasumber” into English
because she want the students to answered in order to the
students got the new vocabulary.
b) Datum 7/AL/M1
Mendapat banyak saudara dan mendapat kenalan-
kenalan baru, what do you say in English?
The lecturer asked to her student about what is the
benefit of travelling. She tried to make simulation of
discussion with the students. And the students answered it
in Indonesian sentence “mendapat banyak saudara dan
mendapat kenalan-kenalan baru”. Then, the lecturer
asked what the meaning that sentence in English in order to
the students got the new vocabularies.
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c) Datum 31/IN/M1
Yes maybe you need the unity. I want to write group, what
is kekompakan?
The lecturer told if the students needed to have the
group to practice the material. She confirmed to her
students if the group definitely must be unified and asked to
her students what is the meaning of “kekompakan” in
English. The lecturer understood if “kekompakan” is one
of  the unfamiliar vocabulary for some students, then she
asked it. The lecturer want the students get the more new
vocabularies. Because in discussion, the students need
many more vocabularies to develop, elaborate and deliver
their ideas.
c. Repetitive functions.
Repetition is one of the important techniques for
clarification or emphasis in the teaching practice. By code
swithing and/or code mixing, the lecturer repeats what has been
said, usually in the form of translation or approximate
translation. In this research, the researcher found 21 data for
repetitive function. There were found in datum 3/AL/M1,
9/AL/M1, 16/IN/M1, 21/IN/M1, 13/AL/M1, 27/IN/M1,
37/IN/M1, 18/AL/M1, 42/IN/M1, 46/IN/M2, 32/AL/M2,
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6/CL/M2, 36/AL/M2, 38/AL/M2, 76/IN/M2, 48/AL/M2,
52/AL/M2, 53/AL/M2, 30/IN/M1, 39/IN/M1, 23/AL/M2. The
example of the data for repetitive function as below:
a) Datum 46/IN/M2
Have you ever being committee? So what in the agenda?
What? Apa?
In this case, the lecturer asked to the students about
being committee. Then, she asked about the kind of agenda.
She repeated the word “what” in Indonesian word “apa”.
She emphasized that she really asked in order to the
students answered her question.
b) Datum 36/AL/M2
The lesson plan is flexible based on the condition, jadi
berdasarkan kondisi ya.
In this situation, the lecturer told the students that
the final test become oral test, not video project as
agreement in the early meeting. She explained in previous
sentence that the lesson plan is flexible, it will change at
any time. She also repeated “based on the condition” in
Indonesian meaning “jadi berdasarkan kondisi ya”. It
means the lecturer emphasized the students that the lesson
plan indeed change based on the condition.
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c) Datum 6/CL/M2
That the general steps, langkah-langkah umum dalam
bermain peran jadi MC, moderator atau presenter. Any
question about that?
The lecturer explained about the general steps in
seminar presentation. In this situation, the lecturer repeated
“the general steps” in Indonesian meaning “langkah-
langkah umum”. It can be concluded that she emphasized
“the general steps” once more time in order to the students
understand clearly.
d. Socializing functions.
The lecturer switches or mixes from English to
Indonesian to show her concern for the students or to show her
understanding of their problem. It is also about how the lecturer
gives joke and warn to the students. In this research, the
researcher found 8 data for socializing function. There were
found in datum 14/IN/M1, 16/AL/M1, 17/IN/M1, 17/AL/M1,
50/IN/M2, 51/IN/M2, 52/IN/M2, 67/IN/M2. The example of
the data that showed socializing functions as follow:
a) Datum 14/IN/MI
Nizam also said that he and his friends can mobile and the
places are not joke. Ya bagus Nizam.
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The lecturer asked to Nizam about travelling in
discussion material. Nizam answered the question and the
lecturer gave him the praise as feedback in Indonesian
constituent “ya bagus Nizam”. It showed that she
appreciated Nizam for answering her question.
b) Datum 16/AL/M1
Okay thankyou Mbak Solikhahtul and friends, untuk
semuanya saja ya kalau tampil maju ke depan jangan
grogi.
In this situation, before continued to the next
material about discussion, there was one group which did
not perform about handling complaints. After performing,
the lecturer gave the feedback and motivation in order to
the students don’t be nervous while perform in front of the
class. She knew that her students feel nervous while
performing, but she tried to courage them.
c) Datum 51/IN/M2
Then what? Benar kualitasnya ya, that the quality of what
they speak.
In this case, the lecturer asked about how the
speakers should be. Then one of the student answered that
the speakers should have the quality on what they spoke up.
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The lecturer gave feedback in Indonesian sentence to
appreciate the students.
Based on the five factors that causing code mixing above, the
researcher found four factors that used frequently by the lecturer during
teaching learning process in Speaking Class. There are four factors such
as: for ease of expression, for translation of new and unfamiliar words and
expression, repetitive function, and socializing function. But during the
observation, the researcher did not find the factor of owing to lecturer’s
linguistic competence and insecurity. Because this factor only done by the
lecturer or teacher with low competence. However, based on the
observation the lecturer always did well during teaching learning process
in Speaking Class. She usually used English language in suit portion and
mixed it with Indonesian language to make it easier for the students. Here
the table of the factors that causing lecturer’s code mixing found in
Speaking Class as below:
Table 4.2. The Finding of The Factors Causing Lecturer’s Code Mixing
No. The factors of code mixing Numbers Percentage
1. Owing to lecturer’s linguistic
competence and insecurity
0 0%
2. For ease of expression 38 52.1%
3. For translation of new and 6 8.2%
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unfamiliar words and expression
4. Repetitive functions 21 28.8%
5. Socializing functions 8 10.9%
TOTAL 73 100%
Based on the table above, the most factor that dominant in causing
the lecturer’s code mixing is for ease of expression. For ease of
expression, the lecturer be able to express everything using code mixing.
There are definitely some expression or words that not easy if translate it
into English. In some utterances during teaching learning process in
Speaking Class, the lecturer keep said Indonesian expression or words in
order to make it more easier to understand.
B. Discussion
After analysing and classifying the data on the types and the
factors causing code mixing, the researcher intends to discuss the findings
that have been investigated in this section to answer the research question.
Based on the research finding, it is clear that the English lecturer’s
utterance in Speaking Class at second semester of IAIN Surakarta show
the types and the factors that causing code mixing.
The result of this research, the researcher found that there are 143
utterances of code mixing that used by the lecturer during teaching
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learning process. The lecturer mixed more than one language that causing
code mixing exist in classroom. There are three types of code mixing
proposed by Muysken (2000) that found in the lecturer’s utterances are: 1)
Insertion, 2) Alternation, and 3) Congruent lexicalization. Those types of
code mixing done by the lecturer during teaching learning process due to
the lecturer as the bilingual person who uses more than one language.
Chaer and Agustina (2004) stated that the speakers use their first or second
language is depend on the situation. It is same with the concept of
sociolinguictics “who speak, what the language, to whom, when, and what
the purpose”. It means that people be able use their languages
appropriately with people they have interaction.
Based on the research, there are 143 data of code mixing that found
in the lecturer’s utterances in two meetings. The highest number of this
research is insertion. The number of insertion is 79 data with the
percentage 55.2%. Insertion happens when people inserted more than one
language in one utterance with clause. The lecturer used most English
during teaching learning process, and also complement it with Indonesian
words.
The second position of code mixing that found in this research is
alternation. The number of alternation is 54 data with the percentage
37.8%. Alternation happens when lecturer mixed clauses from different
language into sentence. Although based on the research, the lecturer used
English in common, but there are some words or phrases that inserted to
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make her utterances more easier to understand. There are some words or
phrases that more easier without change the meaning, and keep said it in
original language.
And the fewest number of code mixing is congruent lexicalization.
Based on the findings, the number of congruent lexicalization is 10 data
with the percentage 7%. Congruent lexicalization happens when people
used different lexical randomly from two languages. Beside used insertion
and alternation, the lecturer also used congruent lexicalization. It mixed
the two languages randomly. Although randomly, the students be able to
understand the meaning.
Afterwards, the factors that causing code mixing also found in this
research. There are five factors that causing code mixing proposed by Liu
in Agustina (2012:2) such as: 1) owing to lecturer’s linguistic competence
and insecurity 2) for ease of expression 3) for translation of new and
unfamiliar words and expression 4) repetitive functions, and 5) socializing
functions. However, in this reseach the research did not find the factor of
owing to lecturer’s linguistic competence and insecurity. So, there are only
four factors found by the researcher: for ease of expresson, for translation
of new and unfamiliar words and expression, repetitive functions and
socializing functions.
The result finding showed that the number of factors causing code
mixing was 74 data. For ease of expression is the highest number of
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factors causing code mixing. It was 38 data with percentage 52.1%. To
make the utterances more easier to understand, the lecturer used some
words or expression that students familiar with. Based on the research,
during teaching learning process the lecturer expressed something in
Indonesian language without change the meaning. In some cases, there are
many words or expression in original language that difficult to translate
into another language. The students also be able to understand if the
lecturer used the original language for ease of expression. Breadsmore
(1982) in Titik (2014) stated that one of the factors influenced code mixing
depend on the speaker and partner speaking, in which code mixing could
appear if both use and understand well.
Based on the discussion above, the reseacher concludes that using
code mixing during teaching learning process is more effective to increase
the students’s vocabularies. The students be able to get the new
vocabularies through the process when the lecturer used code mixing in
the classroom frequently. Code mixing also assists the lecturer to delivers
the knowledge to the students. Therefore, the using of code mixing in
classroom is useful for the lecturer and the students in teaching learning
process.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
The present research attempts to investigate the use of code mixing
in Speaking Class for second semester students in IAIN Surakarta. The
researcher analyzed the phenomena in the types and the factors of code
mixing used by the lecturer in the classroom. From this research, it can be
concluded that code mixing used by lecturer there were: insertion,
alternation and congruent lexicalization.
Based on the findings, the result showed the types of code mixing
proposed by Muysken (2000) are 143 data. The highest number of code
mixing is insertion with 79 data (55.2%), the second is alternation with 54
data (37.8%), and the last position is congruent lexicalization with 10 data
(7%). Insertion was the dominant types of code mixing that used by
lecturer during teaching learning process. Since through insertion the
lecturer be able to inserted some words or phrases that more easy to
understand for the students.
The second finding showed the factors that causing code mixing
proposed by Liu (Agustina, 2012:2). There were: owing to lecturer’s
linguistic competence and insecurity, for ease of expression, for translation
of new and unfamiliar words and expression, repetitive functions, and
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socializing functions. The highest number of factors code mixing is for
ease of expression with 38 data (52.1%). Then, the fewest number of
factors code mixing is for translation of new and unfamiliar words and
expressions with 6 data (8.2%). The dominant of factors code mixing was
for ease of expression. When the lecturer explained about something, she
did not change Indonesian to English. She kept say it in Indonesian, so the
students be able to understand what she meant.
B. Suggestion
From this research finding, it showed that there are many types of
code mixing during teaching learning process. The types of code mixing
followed by the factors that causing code mixing as well. Therefore, the
researcher makes some suggestions  for the lecturers and the other
researchers.
For lecturers, they should be aware if code mixing or code
switching is a phenomenon that assist in the classroom. Code mixing helps
the students to get new vocabularies and develop their knowledge.
Therefore, code mixing is definitely useful if the lecturers give their
concern on how the students comprehend the lesson. It depends on the
way the lecturers deliver their knowledge.
For other researchers, the reseacher hopes that the other reseachers
will be more expand this research. Due to the researcher limitation of time
and knowledge, this research only presents the types and the factors of
code mixing in Speaking Class.
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DATA OF INSERTION
1. Datum 1/IN/M1
Jadi, seminar presentation is the last material for speaking for formal setting 1.
2. Datum 2/IN/M1
Giving opinion bisa juga mencakup idea and pros and cons.
3. Datum 3/IN/M1
Tapi untuk kali ini because you are still in second semester, we will just focus on
giving opinion, how to develop idea, how to give opinion.
4. Datum 4/IN/M1
Do you know IELTS test? IELTS test itu terbagi menjadi tiga.
5. Datum 5/IN/M1
Contohnya, Aldi do you have a friend?
6. Datum 6/IN/M1
Where do you go with them? Nonton atau pergi shopping?
7. Datum 7/IN/M1
Jadi dengan discussion we will learn many things related to vocabulary, related to
developing idea.
8. Datum 8/IN/M1
This is speaking class. Speaking class is not only about language, but also idea. To
talk to someone, we need idea. If we don’t have any idea, nothing can be spoken or
can be told to others, jadi itu intinya ya.
9. Datum 9/IN/M1
Kemudian what do you think about someone who does not like to have many friends.
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10. Datum 10/IN/M1
Ini coba contohnya, to take different transportation: the suggest between train, plane
and bus.
11. Datum 11/IN/M1
Kemudian dia menjawab, drive a car to to travel is convenient because we can set out
at any time but it is too slow and it is waste time. Plane ticket is so expensive. So, I
think train is the best transportation for me.
12. Datum 12/IN/M1
And then for example ada can you just imagined the transportation in the future?
Explain to me.
13. Datum 13/IN/M1
Ketika saya tanya what is your hobby? Singing. What is your friend’s hobby?
14. Datum 14/IN/M1
Nizam also said that he and his friends can mobile and the places are not joke, ya
bagus Nizam.
15. Datum 15/IN/M1
Anda bisa ngomong do you have friends, yes I have many equipments.
16. Datum 16/IN/M1
Kemudian direkam, record it and submitted to me next week.
17. Datum 17/IN/M1
Nggak apa-apa silahkan, at least I know that you be able to spread the idea.
18. Datum 18/IN/M1
Jadi kita menjawab what is your hobby? My hobby is reading.
19. Datum 19/IN/M1
Kemudian why do you like it? Because I like it.
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20. Datum 20/IN/M1
So it will be pros and cons, apa pro apa kontra.
21. Datum 21/IN/M1
I will not ask about what is your opinion about Ahok case. It is difficult. Because you
should have many data to support your opinion. You should have large data about
that. So you not be able to talk very clearly and very flow, secara lancar.
22. Datum 22/IN/M1
We can continue to give the reason why do you like, it is not just saying yes or no but
we can also give additional information about sate.
23. Datum 23/IN/M1
So you not only just saying yes or no. But you can give the reason, you can get the
vocabulary, like ryhme, apalagi kemarin?
24. Datum 24/IN/M1
Jadi we learn speaking, we should have much vocabularies.
25. Datum 25/IN/M1
Bentuknya memang sama, job interview conduct interview but we will discuss certain
topic. It is not job interview but it is about discussion certain topic.
26. Datum 26/IN/M1
Misalnya saya tanya do you have friends?
27. Datum 27/IN/M1
Who is group? Are they present? Hadir semuanya?
28. Datum 28/IN/M1
Yang boarding house, maybe you can wake up early. Then you can avoid the queue.
Avoid, do you know avoid?
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29. Datum 29/IN/M1
Ketika kita memasak, when we are cooking then we need some skills.
30. Datum 30/IN/M1
Okay, you should know about cooking. You should know how to make. You should
know how to tell about the source. You should know how to apa mengaduk? You
should know how to stir the ingredients.
31. Datum 31/IN/M1
Yes maybe you need the unity. I want to write group, what is kekompakan?
32. Datum 32/IN/M1
I am sorry to get that, ekspresinya nampak ya. I am sorry, to get that. You should try
to combine word. So you can speak fluently.
33. Datum 33/IN/M1
I am sorry to get that merupakan gabungan.
34. Datum 34/IN/M1
So you should pronounce it very fluently without false, tanpa jeda ya.
35. Datum 35/IN/M1
Tapi nanti lebih ke conversation I just want to emphasize.
36. Datum 36/IN/M1
I am sorry to get that. This is one utterance. Utterance apa?
37. Datum 37/IN/M1
What is the important or the advantage? Keuntungan.
38. Datum 38/IN/M1
Okey, good. That is what I want to emphasize on discussion, jawaban gitu-gitu aja.
39. Datum 39/IN/M1
So in discussion skills we are trying to develop idea, how untuk mengembangkan ide.
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40. Datum 40/IN/M1
Later I will give the topic card for you, ada kartu topik.
41. Datum 41/IN/M1
Later I will send, ada temanya macam-macam.
42. Datum 42/IN/M1
Because you learn at home, you can prepare at home before you come to me. Before
you have oral test. So this is not oral test which is scared, menakutkan, because you
can still learn at home. You can learn own topic.
43. Datum 43/IN/M2
Narasumber what you called in English?
44. Datum 44/IN/M2
Pemateri is the same with the speaker or presenter.
45. Datum 45/IN/M2
Fasilitasnya is not included the rules.
46. Datum 46/IN/M2
Have you ever being committee? So what in the agenda? What? Apa?
47. Datum 47/IN/M2
Handling event, okey good. Apalagi?
48. Datum 48/IN/M2
Closing the seminar. Opening closing, of course. Apa ya? Handling the event, and
then also open and close the agenda.
49. Datum 49/IN/M2
Other anything else? Ya apa Aldi?
50. Datum 50/IN/M2
What do you think why the moderator give the CV of the speakers? Ya betul sekali.
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51. Datum 51/IN/M2
Then what? Benar kualitasnya ya, that the quality of what they speak.
52. Datum 52/IN/M2
What she or he should do next? Ya bagus sekali, mengembalikan, to give the
floorback to the MC then MC will close ceremony.
53. Datum 53/IN/M2
Jadi, you will have the smooth presentation if you put some transitional signal.
54. Datum 54/IN/M2
Kenapa ada solution? You should discuss the presentation, you should discuss own
topic.
55. Datum 55/IN/M2
I will give the opportunity to the group. Together with the group to discuss about the
preparation. Next week baru kita akan tentukan performance
56. Datum 56/IN/M2
If you have something to say, tidak setuju karena certain reason. Maybe I can change
your final test to video project.
57. Datum 57/IN/M2
Karena itu I think that you can get to be easy, you can learn from at home.
58. Datum 58/IN/M2
Do one of you have the experience come to seminar presentation? Seminar apa?
59. Datum 59/IN/M2
To give information. Others? To introduce the.. to introduce apa?
60. Datum 60/IN/M2
Islam teach us about apa? Cleanness is the part of iman.
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61. Datum 61/IN/M2
Good morning ladies and gentlemen, good morning everyone atau bisa masuk ladies
and gentlemen.
62. Datum 62/IN/M2
I would like to give your information about what, pengenalan terhadap introduction
to the topic.
63. Datum 63/IN/M2
Kemudian arrangement of speaking. At first, I would like to tell you about the
definition of bullying, and then I would tell you the factors affecting bullying. And
then the last one, I’d talk about the solution that divided to solve the problem of
bullying.
64. Datum 64/IN/M2
Menyampaikan the arrangement of subtopic is important.
65. Datum 65/IN/M2
But there is apa ya namanya.. keeping attention.
66. Datum 66/IN/M2
So they will be curious, apa ya ceritanya ya, they will be curious and then they will
pay attention to us.
67. Datum 67/IN/M2
Therefore you must do it with a work hard, InsyaAllah nggak akan berat ya.
68. Datum 68/IN/M2
You have a certain topic and you will ask your friend, ya saling bertanya.
69. Datum 69/IN/M2
So the topic is seminar presentation. In seminar presentation, you have the three
rules. Pernah ikut seminar?
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70. Datum 70/IN/M2
Kalau presenter? displaying about the topic.
71. Datum 71/IN/M2
Talk about the background of speaker, biasanya sebelum introduce the speaker.
72. Datum 72/IN/M2
Okey, the job of moderator, the first is talk about the background of speaking. And
then second is introduce the speaker. And then next? Apalagi? Masih ada?
73. Datum 73/IN/M2
Ya di dalam closing you be able to put the conclusion from the discussion and
presentation.
74. Datum 74/IN/M2
And now about the MC, master of ceremony. What the MC do? Yes, tell about
arrangement the structure of agenda. Before that, sebelum itu apa?
75. Datum 75/IN/M2
Sebelum telling  arrangement the structure of agenda.
76. Datum 76/IN/M2
Read the structure arrangement of agenda or seminar, membacakan susunan acara. .
77. Datum 77/IN/M2
To begin it I will, misalnya kita temanya the effect of global warming. To begin it, I
will explain what is global warming.
78. Datum 78/IN/M2
After ordering points, another thing that the presenter needs to pay attention is how to
start a new section. Jadi presenting something doesn’t mean that you just speak
something.
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79. Datum 79/IN/M2
Kita bisa berkata, I haven’t had time to look into that atau I don’t really have the
experience about that.
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DATA OF ALTERNATION
1. Datum 1/AL/M1
Seminar presentation has many other specific skills, ada beberapa keterampilan yang
kita pelajari bagaimana menjadi seorang presenter.
2. Datum 2/AL/M1
Therefore I think the oral test will be able to get extend, kadang-kadang kalau video
suaranya ada yang nggak terdengar dan nggak keras.
3. Datum 3/AL/M1
We have some skills in discussion, kira-kira kalau dalam diskusi apa saja
keterampilan yang harus kita miliki?
4. Datum 4/AL/M1
I ask you, do you like travelling? Siapa yang mau menjawab? Aldi?
5. Datum 5/AL/M1
I love travelling, I like hiking, kemana sebutkan boleh ya.
6. Datum 6/AL/M1
Kita akan cari dan dapatkan kosakata, that is the benefit of discussion.
7. Datum 7/AL/M1
Mendapat banyak saudara dan mendapat kenalan-kenalan baru, what do you say in
English?
8. Datum 8/AL/M1
Bisa gunakan kosakata yang itu tadi but you can use various vocabulary.
9. Datum 9/AL/M1
So please work in pairs, berpasangan seperti Nizam dan Aldi tadi.
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10. Datum 10/AL/M1
Please record it misalkan seperti Avanti dan Endah pilih topiknya. I will give the
topic. For example, Avanti chooses the topic about music and then Avanti list the
question from Endah.
11. Datum 11/AL/M1
Sekarang kita akan bermain-main dulu dengan giving opinion. It just fun activity.
12. Datum 12/AL/M1
Before we begin interview session. Do you have any question? Jadi nanti dari topik
yang sudah saya berikan itu silahkan dipilih satu saja.
13. Datum 13/AL/M1
It is just free conversation for practicing. Don’t worry I will not press you. But it is
just for practice as long as I know that you really have practice, jadi rekaman itu saya
lihat bahwa Anda sudah berlatih.
14. Datum 14/AL/M1
So the next material is discussion, dalam diskusi kita ada beberapa keterampilan
yang harus kita miliki sebagaimana dalam memasak.
15. Datum 15/AL/M1
Kebetulan kita bisa ngomong inggris tapi kita nggak punya ide, nothing can be
discuss.
16. Datum 16/AL/M1
Okay thankyou Mbak Solikhahtul and friends, untuk semuanya saja ya kalau tampil
maju ke depan jangan grogi.
17. Datum 17/AL/M1
I am sorry, saya tadi agak ketawa sedikit.
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18. Datum 18/AL/M1
You would not practice in classroom because we have limited time, it’s tenth meeting
right? Pertemuan ke sepuluh ya?
19. Datum 19/AL/M1
If you do not have something today, you can learn. Makanya ada pertanyaan-
pertanyaannya jadi nanti bisa dipelajari. So you can learn, you can prepare your
vocabulary, you can prepare your handout.
20. Datum 20/AL/M1
You can also develop the question, oh ini pertanyaannya kurang, saya tambahi,
nggak apa-apa.
21. Datum 21/AL/M1
Nanti saya yang akan bertanya, so you can answer it fluently because you have learnt.
Okay, get it? Clear?
22. Datum 22/AL/M2
Audience tidak dihitung atau tidak kita ambil karena because you can be the
audiences. Everyone can be audience. Moderator or the speaker, therefore it likes to
practice that.
23. Datum 23/AL/M2
So, do you often be committee? Pernah ikut jadi panitia? Panitia apa saja?
24. Datum 24/AL/M2
Okay, if you have experience in public speaking. Of course usually you are assign to
some divisions. Ada beberapa divisi, ada konsumsi, ada apalagi?
25. Datum 25/AL/M2
So, what is the different between the MC and moderator? Mereka sama-sama
membuka dan menutup.
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26. Datum 26/AL/M2
Usually MC will greet the audience, they can greet with the various language
expression. Like Assalamualaikum wr. wb., can also say good morning ladies and
gentlemen, kemudian bisa menyapa orang-orang penting ada di sana.
27. Datum 27/AL/M2
Can you give me the example how to greet important people? Ya lanjutkan, Aldi
sudah pernah.
28. Datum 28/AL/M2
Apa yang dilakukan moderator? Okay very good. Before that? I think the moderator
needs to lead audience to giving applause. And then you can give the explanation
about the topic that the speakers are going to discussing.
29. Datum 29/AL/M2
Make the audience, then what else? Pasti sudah tahu karena semuanya sering
presentasi.
30. Datum 30/AL/M2
Of course he or she should delivers the main idea or the main topic, jadi setelah itu
bisa dimulai isinya apa.
31. Datum 31/AL/M2
Closing ceremony. Jadi akan memberi semacam kata-kata, bukan kalimat terakhir ya,
tapi apa? It can be reflected statement from the audience.
32. Datum 32/AL/M2
And also don’t forget as the MC you should say, say what? Thankyou of course.
Thankyou for what? For whom I mean. Thankyou for speaker, thankyou for audience,
thankyou for the moderator, and thankyou for all the committee. Jadi seorang MC
harus seorang yang ramah, friendly because he or she always say thankyou.
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33. Datum 33/AL/M2
Kalau kita memang tidak bisa menjawabnya ya sudah katakan sejujurnya bahwa we
haven’t or I haven’t look.
34. Datum 34/AL/M2
Usually English speaking countries people do not say give you the time, but usually
they will say I will give you the floor. Not the time but the floor, waktu dan tempat
diberikan kepada siapa.
35. Datum 35/AL/M2
Boleh topiknya sendiri atau membuat topik sendiri, what I emphasize is that you have
problem and solution in your topic.
36. Datum 36/AL/M2
The lesson plan is flexible based on the condition, jadi berdasarkan kondisi ya.
37. Datum 37/AL/M2
How to prevent literally among the students of IAIN Surakarta? Apa cara-cara agar
IAIN Surakarta menjadi bersih ya.
38. Datum 38/AL/M2
You should remind me as the students. I do hesitate, ragu-ragu mau mengingatkan.
39. Datum 39/AL/M2
Atau you can also ask the audience to pay attention, jadi cerita di awal presentasi itu
juga merupakan attention getter.
40. Datum 40/AL/M2
Oke sambil nunggu lima orang mari kita mulai dulu ya, start our meeting today by
saying basmalah together.
41. Datum 41/AL/M2
I will tell her to meet me, memang belum sempet ketemu dari kemarin.
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42. Datum 42/AL/M2
Apa saja peraturan yang ada dalam sebuah seminar? Audience, moderator, what’s
else?
43. Datum 43/AL/M2
What is the purpose of presentation? Ada yang pernah presentasi?
44. Datum 44/AL/M2
Beda lagi ya untuk moderator nanti tugasnya apa? Introduce the speakers.
45. Datum 45/AL/M2
Then after that, what they will do? Setelah topik utamanya dibicarakan?
46. Datum 46/AL/M2
Floorback to the presenter. Bagaimana sebelum dilempar ke presenter? What should
MC do?
47. Datum 47/AL/M2
Introduce the.. siapa yang diperkenalkan? Introduce the moderator. Speaker
introduced by moderator. Moderator introduced by MC.
48. Datum 48/AL/M2
You should be able to make transition from one idea to other idea smoothly,
bagaimana caranya supaya berpindah dari satu topik ke topik yang lainnya secara
lancar.
49. Datum 49/AL/M2
Jadi kalau mau berpindah dari topik yang satu dengan yang lainnya dengan kata-
kata penghubung seperti here we go, after this, I’d like to turn.
50. Datum 50/AL/M2
Itu kalau diskusinya berkelompok bisa menggunakan ekspresi: our, well according to
our discussion.
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51. Datum 51/AL/M2
And then awkward question, kalau ada pertanyaan yang sekiranya kita tidak bisa
menjawab atau pertanyaan itu di luar konteks.
52. Datum 52/AL/M2
Lebih baik berkata jujur daripada kita menjawab dengan jawaban yang salah, better
for us to honest.
53. Datum 53/AL/M2
That’s rather outside of my field, oh misalkan itu di luar bidang saya untuk menjawab
pertanyaan itu.
54. Datum 54/AL/M2
Tugasnya minggu ini cuma memilih, choosing your own group. So, one group consists
of three or four.
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DATA OF CONGRUENT LEXICALIZATION
1. Datum 1/CL/M1
Ketika kita ditanya do you like having friends, kita tidak hanya menjawab yes or no.
2. Datum 2/CL/M1
Di dalam speaking IELT test kita diharapkan tidak hanya menggunakan satu
vocabulary saja, kita harus menguasai banyak vocabulary idealnya.
3. Datum 3/CL/M1
Misalnya budaya yang ada di desa saya, that’s the expression of gratefulness by
throwing some food to sea: Labuhan.
4. Datum 4/CL/M1
Ketika ditanya do you like sate? Yes, I like it.
5. Datum 5/CL/M1
Therefore the practice will be take home practice, prakteknya akan take home saja.
6. Datum 6/CL/M2
That the general steps, langkah-langkah umum dalam bermain peran jadi MC,
moderator atau presenter. Any question about that?
7. Datum 7/CL/M2
About the topic you can decided by yourself, jangan panjang-panjang nanti untuk
presenter membuat presentasinya.
8. Datum 8/CL/M2
I will give the example of utterance, example of expression that I usually used in
seminar presentation. Jadi ekspresi-ekspresi yang digunakan untuk presenter, untuk
moderator, atau pun untuk MC.
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9. Datum 9/CL/M2
Memimpin sesi diskusi tentang pertanyaan kemudian meminta audience untuk
menanggapi, after that?
10. Datum 10/CL/M2
So thankyou for all of the speakers and moderator, atau bisa mengajak audience untuk
memberi tepuk tangan.
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TRANSCRIPT “DISCUSSION” 2A
02:00 Jadi, seminar presentation is the last material for speaking for formal setting 1.
04:35 Seminar presentation has many other specific skills, ada beberapa keterampilan yang
kita pelajari bagaimana menjadi seorang presenter.
06:55  Therefore I think the oral test will be able to get extend, kadang-kadang kalau video
suaranya ada yang nggak terdengar dan nggak keras.
08:15 We have some skills in discussion, kira-kira kalau dalam diskusi apa saja
keterampilan yang harus kita miliki?
11:45 Giving opinion bisa juga mencakup idea and pros and cons.
12:33 Tapi untuk kali ini because you are still in second semester, we will just focus on
giving opinion, how to develop idea, how to give opinion.
13:25 Do you know IELTS test? IELTS test itu terbagi menjadi tiga.
14:10 Contohnya, Aldi do you have a friend?
17:19 Where do you go with them? Nonton atau pergi shopping?
24:40 Ketika kita ditanya do you like having friends, kita tidak hanya menjawab yes or no.
25:36 Jadi dengan discussion we will learn many things related to vocabulary, related to
developing idea.
26:33 This is speaking class. Speaking class is not only about language, but also idea. To
talk to someone, we need idea. If we don’t have any idea, nothing can be spoken or
can be told to others, jadi itu intinya ya.
28:30 Kemudian what do you think about someone who does not like to have many friends.
28:49 Ini coba contohnya, to take different transportation: the suggest between train, plane
and bus.
28:58 Kemudian dia menjawab, drive a car to to travel is convenient because we can set out
at any time but it is too slow and it is waste time. Plane ticket is so expensive. So, I
think train is the best transportation for me.
29:56 And then for example ada can you just imagined the transportation in the future?
Explain to me.
32:10 Ketika saya tanya what is your hobby? Singing. What is your friend’s hobby?
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34:25 I ask you, do you like travelling? Siapa yang mau menjawab? Aldi?
35:29 I love travelling, I like hiking, kemana sebutkan boleh ya.
37:18 Kita akan cari dan dapatkan kosakata, that is the benefit of discussion.
38:15 Nizam also said that he and his friends can mobile and the places are not joke, ya
bagus Nizam.
41:40 Mendapat banyak saudara dan mendapat kenalan-kenalan baru, what do you say in
English?
42:24 Di dalam speaking IELT test kita diharapkan tidak hanya menggunakan satu
vocabulary saja, kita harus menguasai banyak vocabulary idealnya.
42:40 Anda bisa ngomong do you have friends, yes I have many equipments.
42:50 Bisa gunakan kosakata yang itu tadi but you can use various vocabulary.
44:22 So please work in pairs, berpasangan seperti Nizam dan Aldi tadi.
44:41 Please record it misalkan seperti Avanti dan Endah pilih topiknya. I will give the
topic. For example, Avanti chooses the topic about music and then Avanti list the
question from Endah.
45:25 Kemudian direkam, record it and submitted to me next week.
45:56 Nggak apa-apa silahkan, at least I know that you be able to spread the idea.
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TRANSCRIPT “DISCUSSION” 2B
04:02 Jadi kita menjawab what is your hobby? My hobby is reading.
04:09 Kemudian why do you like it? Because I like it.
20:00 So it will be pros and cons, apa pro apa kontra.
21:30 Sekarang kita akan bermain-main dulu dengan giving opinion. It just fun activity.
22:27 I will not ask about what is your opinion about Ahok case. It is difficult. Because you
should have many data to support your opinion. You should have large data about
that. So you not be able to talk very clearly and very flow, secara lancar.
28:28 Misalnya budaya yang ada di desa saya, that’s the expression of gratefulness by
throwing some food to sea: Labuhan.
30:35 Ketika ditanya do you like sate? Yes, I like it.
30:43 We can continue to give the reason why do you like, it is not just saying yes or no but
we can also give additional information about sate.
31:52 So you not only just saying yes or no. But you can give the reason, you can get the
vocabulary, like ryhme, apalagi kemarin?
33:42 Jadi we learn speaking, we should have much vocabularies.
36:18 Before we begin interview session. Do you have any question? Jadi nanti dari topik
yang sudah saya berikan itu silahkan dipilih satu saja.
37:17 It is just free conversation for practicing. Don’t worry I will not press you. But it is
just for practice as long as I know that you really have practice, jadi rekaman itu saya
lihat bahwa Anda sudah berlatih.
45:09 Bentuknya memang sama, job interview conduct interview but we will discuss certain
topic. It is not job interview but it is about discussion certain topic.
47:37 Misalnya saya tanya do you have friends?
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TRANSCRIPT “DISCUSSION” 2C
00:13 Who is group? Are they present? Hadir semuanya?
02:09 Yang boarding house, maybe you can wake up early. Then you can avoid the queue.
Avoid, do you know avoid?
03:46 So the next material is discussion, dalam diskusi kita ada beberapa keterampilan
yang harus kita miliki sebagaimana dalam memasak.
03:55 Ketika kita memasak, when we are cooking then we need some skills.
04:35 Okay, you should know about cooking. You should know how to make. You should
know how to tell about the source. You should know how to apa mengaduk? You
should know how to stir the ingredients.
05:41 Yes maybe you need the unity. I want to write group, what is kekompakan?
07:10 Kebetulan kita bisa ngomong inggris tapi kita nggak punya ide, nothing can be
discuss.
14:59 Okay thankyou Mbak Solikhahtul and friends, untuk semuanya saja ya kalau tampil
maju ke depan jangan grogi.
17:09 I am sorry, saya tadi agak ketawa sedikit.
17:16 I am sorry to get that, ekspresinya nampak ya. I am sorry, to get that. You should try
to combine word. So you can speak fluently.
17:25 I am sorry to get that merupakan gabungan.
17:29 So you should pronounce it very fluently without false, tanpa jeda ya.
18:59 Tapi nanti lebih ke conversation I just want to emphasize.
19:04 I am sorry to get that. This is one utterance. Utterance apa?
31:14 What is the important or the advantage? Keuntungan.
31:57 Okey, good. That is what I want to emphasize on discussion, jawaban gitu-gitu aja.
32:09 So in discussion skills we are trying to develop idea, how untuk mengembangkan ide.
38:08 Later I will give the topic card for you, ada kartu topik.
38:38 Later I will send, ada temanya macam-macam.
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38:55 You would not practice in classroom because we have limited time, it’s tenth meeting
right? Pertemuan ke sepuluh ya?
39:29 Therefore the practice will be take home practice, prakteknya akan take home saja.
40:16 If you do not have something today, you can learn. Makanya ada pertanyaan-
pertanyaannya jadi nanti bisa dipelajari. So you can learn, you can prepare your
vocabulary, you can prepare your handout.
42:44 Because you learn at home, you can prepare at home before you come to me. Before
you have oral test. So this is not oral test which is scared, menakutkan, because you
can still learn at home. You can learn own topic.
43:07 You can also develop the question, oh ini pertanyaannya kurang, saya tambahi,
nggak apa-apa.
43:15 Nanti saya yang akan bertanya, so you can answer it fluently because you have learnt.
Okay, get it? Clear?
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TRANSCRIPT “SEMINAR PRESENTATION” 2A
04:56 Narasumber what you called in English?
05:53 Pemateri is the same with the speaker or presenter.
06:13 Fasilitasnya is not included the rules.
06:24 Audience tidak dihitung atau tidak kita ambil karena because you can be the
audiences. Everyone can be audience. Moderator or the speaker, therefore it likes to
practice that.
07:01 So, do you often be committee? Pernah ikut jadi panitia? Panitia apa saja?
08:00 Have you ever being committee? So what in the agenda? What? Apa?
09:11 Okay, if you have experience in public speaking. Of course usually you are assign to
some divisions. Ada beberapa divisi, ada konsumsi, ada apalagi?
12:51 Handling event, okey good. Apalagi?
13:01 Closing the seminar. Opening closing, of course. Apa ya? Handling the event, and
then also open and close the agenda.
15:19 Other anything else? Ya apa Aldi?
16:37 So, what is the different between the MC and moderator? Mereka sama-sama
membuka dan menutup.
18:17 Usually MC will greet the audience, they can greet with the various language
expression. Like Assalamualaikum wr. wb., can also say good morning ladies and
gentlemen, kemudian bisa menyapa orang-orang penting ada di sana.
18:43 Can you give me the example how to greet important people? Ya lanjutkan, Aldi
sudah pernah.
24:13 Apa yang dilakukan moderator? Okay very good. Before that? I think the moderator
needs to lead audience to giving applause. And then you can give the explanation
about the topic that the speakers are going to discussing.
26:50 What do you think why the moderator give the CV of the speakers? Ya betul sekali.
27:28 Then what? Benar kualitasnya ya, that the quality of what they speak.
30:05 Make the audience, then what else? Pasti sudah tahu karena semuanya sering
presentasi.
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31:43 Of course he or she should delivers the main idea or the main topic, jadi setelah itu
bisa dimulai isinya apa.
36:12 What she or he should do next? Ya bagus sekali, mengembalikan, to give the
floorback to the MC then MC will close ceremony.
36:40 Closing ceremony. Jadi akan memberi semacam kata-kata, bukan kalimat terakhir ya,
tapi apa? It can be reflected statement from the audience.
36:58 And also don’t forget as the MC you should say, say what? Thankyou of course.
Thankyou for what? For whom I mean. Thankyou for speaker, thankyou for audience,
thankyou for the moderator, and thankyou for all the committee. Jadi seorang MC
harus seorang yang ramah, friendly because he or she always say thankyou.
37:59 That the general steps, langkah-langkah umum dalam bermain peran jadi MC,
moderator atau presenter. Any question about that?
39:00 Jadi, you will have the smooth presentation if you put some transitional signal.
40:34 Kalau kita memang tidak bisa menjawabnya ya sudah katakan sejujurnya bahwa we
haven’t or I haven’t look.
42:07 Usually English speaking countries people do not say give you the time, but usually
they will say I will give you the floor. Not the time but the floor, waktu dan tempat
diberikan kepada siapa.
46:32 About the topic you can decided by yourself, jangan panjang-panjang nanti untuk
presenter membuat presentasinya.
46:52 Boleh topiknya sendiri atau membuat topik sendiri, what I emphasize is that you have
problem and solution in your topic.
47:27 Kenapa ada solution? You should discuss the presentation, you should discuss own
topic.
48:59 I will give the opportunity to the group. Together with the group to discuss about the
preparation. Next week baru kita akan tentukan performance.
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TRANSCRIPT “SEMINAR PRESENTATION” 2B
03:03 The lesson plan is flexible based on the condition, jadi berdasarkan kondisi ya.
04:06 If you have something to say, tidak setuju karena certain reason. Maybe I can change
your final test to video project.
07:08 Karena itu I think that you can get to be easy, you can learn from at home.
18:03 Do one of you have the experience come to seminar presentation? Seminar apa?
22:13 To give information. Others? To introduce the.. to introduce apa?
23:57 How to prevent literally among the students of IAIN Surakarta? Apa cara-cara agar
IAIN Surakarta menjadi bersih ya.
25:10 Islam teach us about apa? Cleanness is the part of iman.
27:38 You should remind me as the students. I do hesitate, ragu-ragu mau mengingatkan.
28:29 I will give the example of utterance, example of expression that I usually used in
seminar presentation. Jadi ekspresi-ekspresi yang digunakan untuk presenter, untuk
moderator, atau pun untuk MC.
31:01 Good morning ladies and gentlemen, good morning everyone atau bisa masuk ladies
and gentlemen.
35:28 I would like to give your information about what, pengenalan terhadap introduction
to the topic.
35:56 Kemudian arrangement of speaking. At first, I would like to tell you about the
definition of bullying, and then I would tell you the factors affecting bullying. And
then the last one, I’d talk about the solution that divided to solve the problem of
bullying.
36:51 Menyampaikan the arrangement of subtopic is important.
40:06 But there is apa ya namanya.. keeping attention.
40:54 Atau you can also ask the audience to pay attention, jadi cerita di awal presentasi itu
juga merupakan attention getter.
42:33 So they will be curious, apa ya ceritanya ya, they will be curious and then they will
pay attention to us.
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TRANSCRIPT “SEMINAR PRESENTATION” 2C
00:29 Oke sambil nunggu lima orang mari kita mulai dulu ya, start our meeting today by
saying basmalah together.
03:52 Therefore you must do it with a work hard, InsyaAllah nggak akan berat ya.
07:48 I will tell her to meet me, memang belum sempet ketemu dari kemarin.
14:50 You have a certain topic and you will ask your friend, ya saling bertanya.
16:49 So the topic is seminar presentation. In seminar presentation, you have the three
rules. Pernah ikut seminar?
17:05 Apa saja peraturan yang ada dalam sebuah seminar? Audience, moderator, what’s
else?
19:20 What is the purpose of presentation? Ada yang pernah presentasi?
23:22 Beda lagi ya untuk moderator nanti tugasnya apa? Introduce the speakers.
23:45 Kalau presenter? displaying about the topic.
24:25 Then after that, what they will do? Setelah topik utamanya dibicarakan?
25:07 Talk about the background of speaker, biasanya sebelum introduce the speaker.
27:08 Okey, the job of moderator, the first is talk about the background of speaking. And
then second is introduce the speaker. And then next? Apalagi? Masih ada?
27:44 Memimpin sesi diskusi tentang pertanyaan kemudian meminta audience untuk
menanggapi, after that?
30:29 Ya di dalam closing you be able to put the conclusion from the discussion and
presentation.
31:41 And now about the MC, master of ceremony. What the MC do? Yes, tell about
arrangement the structure of agenda. Before that, sebelum itu apa?
31: 50 Sebelum telling  arrangement the structure of agenda.
33:58 Read the structure arrangement of agenda or seminar, membacakan susunan acara.
34:14 Floorback to the presenter. Bagaimana sebelum dilempar ke presenter? What should
MC do?
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35:19 Introduce the.. siapa yang diperkenalkan? Introduce the moderator. Speaker
introduced by moderator. Moderator introduced by MC.
39:36 To begin it I will, misalnya kita temanya the effect of global warming. To begin it, I
will explain what is global warming.
40:41 After ordering points, another thing that the presenter needs to pay attention is how to
start a new section. Jadi presenting something doesn’t mean that you just speak
something.
41:06 You should be able to make transition from one idea to other idea smoothly,
bagaimana caranya supaya berpindah dari satu topik ke topik yang lainnya secara
lancar.
41:35 Jadi kalau mau berpindah dari topik yang satu dengan yang lainnya dengan kata-
kata penghubung seperti here we go, after this, I’d like to turn.
42:45 Itu kalau diskusinya berkelompok bisa menggunakan ekspresi: our, well according to
our discussion.
42:56 And then awkward question, kalau ada pertanyaan yang sekiranya kita tidak bisa
menjawab atau pertanyaan itu di luar konteks.
43:02 Kita bisa berkata, I haven’t had time to look into that atau I don’t really have the
experience about that.
43:12 Lebih baik berkata jujur daripada kita menjawab dengan jawaban yang salah, better
for us to honest.
43:28 That’s rather outside of my field, oh misalkan itu di luar bidang saya untuk menjawab
pertanyaan itu.
46:23 So thankyou for all of the speakers and moderator, atau bisa mengajak audience untuk
memberi tepuk tangan.
49:51 Tugasnya minggu ini cuma memilih, choosing your own group. So, one group consists
of three or four.
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INTERVIEW WITH LECTURER
TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW
Interviewer :  Linda Eka Wijayanti
Informant :  Maria Wulandari, M.Pd.
Time :  Thursday, August 18th 2017
Interviewer :  Assalamu’alaikum, maaf ini saya mengganggu waktunya Miss.
Informant : Iya Mbak tidak apa-apa.
Interviewer : Saya mau interview sedikit tentang faktor-faktor yang mempengaruhi
penggunaan code mixing di kelas Speaking, Miss.
Informant : Iya.
Interviewer : Saya mau bertanya, apakah selama mengajar Miss selalu menggunakan
Bahasa Inggris?
Informant : Selama mengajar kalau di kelas Speaking itu memang kita melatih
mahasiswa untuk berbicara Bahasa Inggris. Nanti outputnya agar mereka
lancar dalam Bahasa Inggris maka saya menekankan lebih banyak bercakap-
cakap dengan menggunakan Bahasa Inggris. Begitu pula dalam hal
menjelaskan sesuatu juga saya memakai Bahasa Inggris sebanyak-banyaknya.
Meskipun kadang-kadang tentu masih ada diselingi dengan Bahasa Indonesia
ya. Kadang-kadang kalau muka mahasiswa kelihatan bingung, saya harus
menyesuaikan. Tandanya mereka tidak terlalu mengerti. Jadi kadang-kadang
saya mencampur dengan Bahasa Indonesia. Jadi memang ada keinginan untuk
memberikan exposure kepada mahasiswa, karena semakin banyak mereka
mendengar kata-kata Bahasa Inggris itu maka mereka semakin familiar.
Semakin mereka memahami maksud dan artinya sehingga mereka bisa
menirukan, menggunakan dan mengaplikasikan.
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Interviewer : Kemudian berapa kira-kira perbandingan atau porsi dalam menggunakan
Bahasa Indonesia dan Bahasa Inggris?
Informant : Kalau saya, kalau ditimbang-timbang porsinya, mungkin satu porsi satu
dengan yang lainnya berbeda-beda ya cara berpikirnya. Tapi kalau saya
selama ini ya 80:20.
Interviewer : Bagaimana respon mahasiswa dalam penggunaan code mixing di dalam
kelas, Miss?
Informant : Ya mereka bisa menerima, bisa menyesuaikan diri, bisa beradaptasi dengan
saya yang menggunakan code mixing. Mereka tidak terlalu confused,
kemudian mereka protes “Miss, jangan terus-terusan pakai Bahasa Inggris”
tidak juga. Mereka malah juga berusaha untuk mengimbangi, kalau mereka
tanya dalam Bahasa Indonesia, saya biasanya akan menjawab dalam Bahasa
Inggris. Kemudian kalau jawaban biasanya ada tindak lanjut dari mahasiswa,
mereka responnya lagi sudah mencoba menggunakan Bahasa Inggris.
Interviewer : Apakah ada keluhan dari mahasiswa tentang penggunaan code mixing, Miss?
Informant : Jadi mahasiswa beradaptasi dengan lingkungan yang saya buat. Lingkungan
yang berbahasa Inggris. Ya sudah, mereka pun akan menggunakan Bahasa
Inggris.
Interviewer : Apakah penggunaan code mixing ini berpengaruh dengan kemampuan
mahasiswa, Miss?
Informant :  Secara scorenya ada. Ketika saya mengucapkan beberapa kosakata yang
mereka kenal atau mereka yang tadinya belum familiar tapi setelah saya
menggunakan di dalam kelas, mereka menjadi familiar. Kemudian itu
berpengaruh kepada bertambahnya kosakata mereka. Terbukti saat mereka
berbicara dalam keseharian, mereka menggunakan kata-kata yang saya
ucapkan. Beberapa kosakata, yang memang tidak semuanya, tidak semuanya
langsung diserap. Tapi ada beberapa yang mungkin bagi mereka menarik, unik
atau mudah diingat.
Interviewer :  Kemudian saya mau bertanya tentang faktor-faktor yang mempengaruhi
code mixing, Miss. Dalam teori saya menemukan lima faktor yang
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mempengaruhi penggunaan code mixing: yang pertama owing to lecturer’s
linguistics competence and insecurity, yang kedua for ease of expression, yang
ketiga for translation of new or unfamiliars words and expressions, yang
keempat repetitive, dan yang terakhir socializing.
Informant : Iya.
Interviewer : Maksudnya, Miss selama di dalam kelas menggunakan code mixing. Faktor
apakah yang mempengaruhi Miss saat menggunakan code mixing dalam
mengajar. Tadi faktor yang pertama adalah owing to lecturer’ linguistics
competence and insecurity, faktor ini biasanya digunakan untuk dosen yang
bukan Bahasa Inggris, saat mereka bingung mengucapkan Bahasa Inggris
kemudian mengganti dengan bahasa asli. Apakah Miss juga pernah bingung
dalam menggunakan Bahasa Inggris saat mengajar?
Informant : Saya berusaha semaksimal mungkin untuk mencari padanan kata dalam
Bahasa Inggris, jadi saya tidak langsung mengubah artinya ke dalam Bahasa
Indonesia.
Interviewer : Kemudian faktor yang kedua yaitu for ease of expression. Jadi maksudnya
kata atau ekspresi yang mahasiswa sudah paham artinya itu bisa memudahkan
dosen dalam menerangkan materi saat proses pembelajaran.
Informant : Iya, saya akui faktor itu bisa masuk. Karena kadang-kadang kan kemampuan
mahasiswa berbeda-beda, saya juga harus mengakomodasi mahasiswa yang
agak kurang dari segi faktor biologinya. Kemungkinan kan ada juga hal seperti
itu. Itu harus dipertimbangkan. Jangan-jangan mereka tidak paham.
Kekhawatiran saya itu kemudian membuat saya akhirnya juga selain
menggunakan Bahasa Inggris, juga menggunakan Bahasa Indonesia.
Kemudian karena culture juga, language dengan culture kan juga berkaitan
erat. Sejauh yang saya baca, memang nama yang kalau berkaitan dengan
budaya itu tidak dirubah ke Bahasa Inggris tidak apa-apa.
Interviewer : Begitu ya, Miss. Faktor selanjutnya, yang ketiga yaitu for translation of new
or unfamiliar words and expressions. Maksudnya memberikan informasi
kepada mahasiswa tentang kosakata yang sulit. Ada atau tidak, Miss?
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Informant : Oh iya, tentu saja. Biasanya saya singgung saat memberikan contoh,
kemudian ada ekspresi-ekspresi yang mereka kurang familiar saya bahas di
awal sebelum mereka praktek di depan kelas.
Interviewer : Berikutnya faktor yang keempat yaitu repetitive, atau mengulangi. Yaitu
mengulangi dari Bahasa Inggris ke Bahasa Indonesia atau sebaliknya. Miss
pernah melakukan itu atau tidak?
Informant : Iya, seperti yang saya sampaikan di awal. Untuk lebih memudahkan ya, kan
mahasiswa tidak sama kemampuannya. Harus diulang-ulang dengan Bahasa
Indonesia. Saya sering melakukan itu kalau saya tidak salah.
Interviewer : Kemudian faktor yang terakhir, Miss. Socializing. Dalam penggunaan code
mixing biasanya dosen memberi apresiasi yang misalnya berupa pujian. Ada
atau tidak Miss?
Informant : Iya, memang begitu. Itu prinsip saya dalam kelas apapun. Termasuk kelas
Speaking ini. Kelas Speaking ini memang harus diberi pujian dan motivasi
agar confident mereka meningkat, semangat belajarnya dan lebih berani
mencobanya.
Interviewer : Pertanyaan terakhir Miss, apakah penggunaan code mixing bermanfaat untuk
mahasiswa?
Informant : Kalau untuk mahasiswa itu tadi, untuk lebih memudahkan. Untuk
mengklarifikasi bahwa apa yang dipahami dia itu benar seperti apa yang
dimaksud oleh saya. Kadang-kadang kan mahasiswa ragu, benar nggak ya ini
artinya ini. Tentu bisa menambah vocabulary mereka. Jadi banyak sekali
manfaatnya.
Interviewer : Terimakasih Miss sudah meluangkan waktu untuk wawancara, maaf kalau
mengganggu.
Informant : Iya sama-sama. Tidak mengganggu, Mbak.
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RENCANA PEMBELAJARAN SEMESTER
Nama dan Kode MK: Speaking for Formal Interaction Semester : 2
SKS : 2 Prodi : Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris
Capaian Pembelajaran Lulusan (CPL) :
Setelah mengikuti kuliah selama satu semester,
- Sikap : mahasiswa mampu menggunakan etika “public speaking” dengan baik dan benar dalam praktik-praktik tindak tutur
formal.
- Keterampilan : mahasiswa mampu mendemonstrasikan sebuah tindak tutur formal dalam sebuah video berdurasi 10-20 menit
dengan
memperhatikan pada aspek main point, details, mechanics, diction, elocution, voice, eye contact dan body
language.
- Pengetahuan : mahasiswa mampu membedakan ungkapan-ungkapan Bahasa Inggris yang digunakan dalam situasi formal dan
informal
melihat pada prinsip-prinsip “public speaking”.
Mingg
u
Kemampuan
Akhir tiap Tahap
Pembelajaran
(KD)
Bahan
Kajian
(Materi)
Metode dan
Strategi
Pembelajaran
Alokas
i
Waktu
Deskripsi
Tugas
Kriteria-
Indikator
Bobot
Penilaia
n
Daftar Referensi
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 Mahasiswa mampu
mengidentifikasi
tujuan
Introduction
to the
Syllabus
- Ceramah
Interaktif 2 x 50’
- Silabus berdasarkan
KKNI
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pembelajaran mata
kuliah Speaking
for Formal
Interaction
2 Mahasiswa mampu
menjelaskan
prinsip-prinsip dan
menyebutkan
ungkapan-
ungkapan yang
digunakan dalam
job Interview
Job Interview
- Brainstormin
g
- Ceramah
Interaktif
- Info Search
2 x 50’
Outline untuk
percakapan
Job Interview
- Prinsip-
prinsip Job
Interview
(ethics)
- Language
expressions 5
A Concise Public
Speaking Handbook by
Steven A. Beebe and
Susan J. Beebe
The Challenge of
Effective Speaking by
Rudolph F. Verderber,
Kathleen S. Verderber,
and Deanna D. Sellnow
3 Mahasiswa mampu
mendemonstrasik
an sebuah role
play job interview
dengan
mengaplikasikan
konsep yang telah
dipelajari
sebelumnya
Job Interview Praktik 2 x 50’
Praktik
berpasangan
dalam job
interview
1. Main Point
2. Details
3. Mechanics
4. Diction
5. Elocution
(Pronunciatio
n)
6. Voice
(Intonation)
7. Eye contact
8. Body
Language
10
Handout
A Concise Public
Speaking Handbook by
Steven A. Beebe and
Susan J. Beebe
The Challenge of
Effective Speaking by
Rudolph F. Verderber,
Kathleen S. Verderber,
and Deanna D. Sellnow
4 Mahasiswa mampu
menjelaskan
prinsip-prinsip dan
ungkapan-
ungkapan yang
digunakan dalam
melakukan
promosi
Promotion
- Brainstormin
g
- Ceramah
Interaktif
- Info Search
2 x 50’
Membuat
outline untuk
mempromosi
kan sebuah
barang/jasa
- Prinsip-
prinsip
dalam
promosi
(ethics)
- Language
expressions
5
Handout
First Insights into
Business by Sue Robbins
(Unit 7)
5 Mahasiswa mampu Promotion Praktik 2 x 50’ Praktik 1. Main Point 10 Handout
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mendemonstrasik
an role play dalam
mempromosikan
sebuah produk atau
jasa dengan
mengaplikasikan
konsep yang telah
dipelajari
sebelumnya
mempromosi
kan sebuah
produk/jasa
2. Details
3. Mechanics
4. Diction
5. Elocution
(Pronunciatio
n)
6. Voice
(Intonation)
7. Eye contact
8. Body
Language
First Insights into
Business by Sue Robbins
(Unit 7)
6 Mahasiswa mampu
menjelaskan
Prinsip-prinsip dan
menyebutkan
berbagai ungkapan
dalam menghadapi
komplain
Handling
Complaints
- Brainstormin
g
- Ceramah
Interaktif
- Info Search
2 x 50’
Membuat
outline untuk
melakukan
percakapan
berpasangan
dalam
melakukan
atau
menanggapi
sebuah
complain
- Prinsip-
prinsip
dalam
menghadapi
komplain
(ethics)
- Language
expressions
5
7 Mahasiswa mampu
menggunakan
konsep Handling
Complaints dalam
sebuah role play
sebagai Customer
Service
Handling
Complaints Praktik 2 x 50’
Praktik
menghadapi
komplain
dengan
melakukan
sebuah
percakapan
berpasangan
1. Main Point
2. Details
3. Mechanics
4. Diction
5. Elocution
(Pronunciatio
n)
6. Voice
(Intonation)
7. Eye contact
8. Body
Language
15
The Challenge of
Effective Speaking by
Rudolph F. Verderber,
Kathleen S. Verderber,
and Deanna D. Sellnow
Kayfetz, J.L. & Smith,
M.E.F. 1992. Speaking
Effectively: Strategies for
Academic Interaction.
Massachusets: Heinle and
Heinle Publishers.
Mark Powell. 2002.
Presenting in English:
How to Give Successful
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Presentations.Boston:
Thomson Heinle
UTS
8 Mahasiswa mampu
menjelaskan
Prinsip-prinsip dan
menyebutkan
berbagai ungkapan
yang digunakan
dalam sebuah
diskusi
Discussion
- Brainstormin
g
- Ceramah
Interaktif
- Info Search
2 x 50’
Membuat
outline untuk
melakukan
percakapan
dalam sebuah
diskusi
- Prinsip-
prinsip dalam
sebuah
diskusi
(ethics)
- Language
expressions
5
Handout
Tim Pengembang Materi.
2005. English for General
Office
Communication.Yogyakar
ta: Universitas Negeri
Yogyakarta.
9 Mahasiswa mampu
menggunakan
prinsip-prinsip dan
ungkapan Bahasa
Inggris dalam
sebuah role play
Discussion Discussion Praktik 2 x 50’
Praktik
menyampaika
n pendapat,
menyetujui
atau tidak
menyetujui
sebuah
pendapat di
dalam sebuah
diskusi
1. Main Point
2. Details
3. Mechanics
4. Diction
5. Elocution
(Pronunciatio
n)
6. Voice
(Intonation)
7. Eye contact
8. Body
Language
10
Handout
Tim Pengembang Materi.
2005. English for General
Office
Communication.Yogyakar
ta: Universitas Negeri
Yogyakarta.
10 Mahasiswa mampu
menjelaskan
Prinsip-prinsip dan
menyebutkan
ungkapan-
ungkapan yang
digunakan dalam
presentasi
Presentation
- Brainstormin
g
- Ceramah
Interaktif
- Info Search
2 x 50’
Membuat
outline untuk
melaksanakan
tugas
presentasi
individu
- Prinsip-
prinsip dalam
sebuah
presentasi
formal
(ethics)
- Language
expressions
5
The Challenge of
Effective Speaking by
Rudolph F. Verderber,
Kathleen S. Verderber,
and Deanna D. Sellnow
Kayfetz, J.L. & Smith,
M.E.F. 1992. Speaking
Effectively: Strategies for
Academic Interaction.
Massachusets: Heinle and
Heinle Publishers.
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Mark Powell. 2002.
Presenting in English:
How to Give Successful
Presentations.Boston:
Thomson Heinle
11 Mahasiswa mampu
mendemonstrasik
an dirinya sebagai
presenter/speaker
dengan
menerapkan
konsep
Presentation yang
telah dijelaskan
sebelumnya Presentation Praktik 2 x 50’
Praktik
melakukan
tugas
presentasi
secara
individu
1. Main Point
2. Details
3. Mechanics
4. Diction
5. Elocution
(Pronunciatio
n)
6. Voice
(Intonation)
7. Eye contact
8. Body
Language
15
The Challenge of
Effective Speaking by
Rudolph F. Verderber,
Kathleen S. Verderber,
and Deanna D. Sellnow
Kayfetz, J.L. & Smith,
M.E.F. 1992. Speaking
Effectively: Strategies for
Academic Interaction.
Massachusets: Heinle and
Heinle Publishers.
Mark Powell. 2002.
Presenting in English:
How to Give Successful
Presentations. Boston:
Thomson Heinle
12 Mahasiswa mampu
mendemonstrasik
an dirinya sebagai
presenter/speaker
dengan
menerapkan
konsep
Presentation yang
telah dijelaskan
sebelumnya
Presentation Praktik 2 x 50’
Praktik
melakukan
tugas
presentasi
secara
individu
1. Main Point
2. Details
3. Mechanics
4. Diction
5. Elocution
(Pronunciatio
n)
6. Voice
(Intonation)
7. Eye contact
8. Body
Language
15
Handout
Tim Pengembang Materi.
2005. English for General
Office
Communication.Yogyakar
ta: Universitas Negeri
Yogyakarta.
13 Mahasiswa mampu Being an MC - Brainstormin 2 x 50’ Membuat - Prinsip- 5 Handout
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menjelaskan
Prinsip-prinsip dan
menyebutkan
ungkapan-
ungkapan Bahasa
Inggris untuk
keperluan menjadi
seorang MC
dan/atau
Moderator dalam
sebuah acara
formal
& a
Moderator
g
- Ceramah
Interaktif
- Info Search
outline
sebagai
persiapan
untuk menjadi
praktik
bermain peran
sebagai MC
dan/atau
moderator
prinsip
menjadi MC
dan
Moderator
(ethics)
- Language
expressions
Tim Pengembang Materi.
2005. English for General
Office
Communication.Yogyakar
ta: Universitas Negeri
Yogyakarta.
14 Mahasiswa mampu
mendemonstrasik
an sebuah role
play menjadi
seorang MC
dan/atau
Moderator
menggunakan
konsep yang telah
dijelaskan
sebelumnya
Being an MC
& a
Moderator
Praktik 2 x 50’
Praktik
bermain peran
menjadi MC
dan/atau
moderator
1. Main Point
2. Details
3. Mechanics
4. Diction
5. Elocution
(Pronunciatio
n)
6. Voice
(Intonation)
7. Eye contact
8. Body
Language
10
Handout
Tim Pengembang Materi.
2005. English for General
Office
Communication.Yogyakar
ta: Universitas Negeri
Yogyakarta.
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